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By The Associated Press
Two of Kentucky's congressional
candidates are assured of re-election
Nov. 7 — the races in the state's first
and second districts are uncontested
except for possible write-in candidates.
For • Reps. William- Neteher
Carroll- Hubbard,' the campaignwas
virtually over six months ago, when no
challengers filed in the May primary
against the incumbent Democrats.
Natcher, with no opposition for the
first time since 1960, is assured a 13th
term from the 2nd District, which takes
in much of south-central Kentucky.
Hubbard, who represents the 1st
District in far western Kentucky, has
been handed a third term, his  __first_
without a challenge.
The 68-year-old Natcher, of Bowling
Green, is thought to have a certain
measure of power in Congress by virtue
of seniority and committee assign-
ments.
He ranks fifth on the 55-member
House Appropriations Committee and
is next in line to head the House sub-)
committee on, labor and health/
education and welfare appropriations.
Earlier thii year, Natcher was
honored by his colleagues on the House
floor for his perfect attendance and
voting record which was included in the
Guinness Book of World Records this
year.
Hubbard may be enjoying his last
uncontested race for a while. The 41-
year-old Murray native says he will
announce for the Democratic guber-
natorial nomination on Dec. 11, and he
is assured of facing at least four
challengers.
Hubbard began his political life in
1967, winning a state Senate seat from
the 1st District He was re-elected to
that post in 1971 before going to
Congress in 1975.
During, tiis first term, Hubbard
served as chairman of the Democratic
freshmen representatives from
January through June 1975. He also
serves on the House Finance and Urban
Affairs Committee annd the Merchant
Marine and Fisheries Committee, as
well as several subcommittees of both
panels.
During the past few months, Hubbard
has been sharply critical of the ad-
ministration of Gov. Julian Carroll and
of state Democratic Party leaders,
possibly in preparation for his own
quest for the Executive Mansion.
Hubbard has said, however, that he
will notld gu- Vernatorial canipaign
interfere with his congressional duties.
MAIDEN RUN: Gerald Williams, regional director with the Kentucky
Bureau of Rehabilitation Services, Lexington, was the first to try the newly-
completed ramp for the handicapped in the Applied Science Building at
Murray State University. The new ramp makes the entire three-story
building easily accessible to the handicapped. A native of Union- County,
Williams has been with the rehabilitation agency for 14 years. Others.
shown are, from the left, Dr. Marvin Mills, Larry Russell and Dr. George
Nichols, all members of the university's Department of Engineering and In-
dustrial Technology, and Kathie Regan, director of driver education at Car-
dinal Hill Hospital in Lexington.
PositivelhinkingMay Be
Key To Carter's Program
By DAVIDE-SP&
Assedated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Carter
administration is hoping to put the „
power of positive thinking to work
alongside traditional economic
measures in its program to whip in-
flation.
The president's top inflation fighter,
Alfred Kahn, told Congress Friday that
a key part of making the program work
is getting enough people to believe it
will succeed.
Moreover, Kahn said he believes
there is a national "mood of anxiety to
respond to the appeal of the president."
And Charles Schultze, chairman of
the Presidentl-s—Cooncil---of Economic
Advisers, told the Senate Banking
Committee he expects "widespread"
compliance with the administration's
wage and price guidelines.
Kahn warned the committee that it
could be "terribly injurious"
psychologically to the program for
Congress even to consider legislation to
give Carter standby authority to im-
pose mandatory wage and price con-
trols.
The president, on a crosscountry
campaign trip for Democratic
Wells Hall, Once Women's Dorm,
Will Be Re-Dedicated On Nov. 18
Wells Hall, the third building con-
structed on the Murray State
University campus and for almost AO
years a dormitory for women, will be
rededicated Saturday, Nov. 18,
following a year-long, $1.7 million
renovation program converting it into
an office building.
U.S. Congressman Carroll Hubbard
of Mayfield will be the principal
speaker at ceremonies beginning at 10
a.m. in the lobby of the stately, 53-year-
old structure, which for many years
was the center of social life on the
campus.
Named for Dr. Rainey T. Wells,
founder and -second president of the
university, the building was con-
structed at a cost of $227,766 and oc-
cupied for the first time in 1925. It
originally was designed to ac-
commodate 316 women, and served as a
dormitory for women until 1943 when
cadets being trained on campus for
World War II naval pre-flight program •
were housed there. >,
When the cadets left the campus late
in 1944, the women moved back into
Wells Hall and the building remained a
women's dorm until Woods Hall was
Wilt and ready for occupancy in 1957.
At that time, the women moved into
Woods Hall and Wells Hall again
became a men's residence hall, which it
remained until late 1962.
As the dormitories in the residential
complex north of Chestnut Street were
completed, the men were moved into
Richmond and Clark halls' and Wells
Hall again was occupied by women and
was primarily for lodging Jar campus
guests and for some academic offices.
To be housed in the newly-remodeled
building trill be the offices of Murray
State President Constantine W. "Deno"
Curris and his staff, including assistant
Rich Stinchfield, budget director Jim
Hall and Don Chamberlain, director-of
the university's Advanced Institutional
Development Program.
The building also will house the of-
fices of Dr. Dick Butwell, vice-
president for academic programs, and
Dr. Don Hunter, dean of the College of
,Human Development and Learning, as
well as three departments in that
college — professional studies, in-
struction and learning, and psychology.
With exception of the university's
health services section, which is
located in the northeast section of the
ground floor, all four floors of the
historical building have been
remodeled.
&heritage room, to be furnished with
mementos from the institutionss early
days, will be on the main floor, and a
spacious meeting room for the board of
regents, including an area for spec-
tators, is on the second floor,
In addition to the public being invited
—to the ceremonies, which will include
tours of the building and a reception
afterwards, special invitations are
See WEUS,
Page 10, Column 8
KYDoT Says:
When It Snows, 641 Will Have 1st Priority
• Kentucky Department of Tran-
sportation officials have outlined
priorities on state-maintained roads in
preparation for the coming Snow
Season.
The priority, outline is a first,, a
department spokesman says.
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and distributed by the state's Bureau of
Highways.
After two unusually hars&winters,
-Kentucky Governor Julian Carroll
requested the transportation depart-
ment prepare hidividual county maps
Showinglitiorities for snow and ice










- is rii iitisr:;11,11SITITZCOTshat roads he e have first'and second
-priority for Snow removal this winter, according to the Department.ol transportation. First priority roads 60)
are marked with squares while sccood priority roads (Ky,14 and Ky. 120 are marked
1••••
a
previously available only on a
statewide map.
Kentucky Transportation Secretary
Calvin Grayson said recently that with
over 25,000 miles of state-maintained
roads, a priority system for clearing
those roads is necessary.
-.Limited manpower and equipment
0
C.
requires that we clear the most heavily
traveled roads first," Grayson said.
"The new county map was developed
to inform Kentucky residents of which
roads are scheduled to be cleared first
in their own county," Grayson said.
The system is divided into four
categories:
— Priority One, interstate highways,
toll wads, and any state-maintained
road that carries an equivalent traffic
volume;
— Priorfty Two, state primary roads
(such as U.S. 60, U.S. 27), expressways,
by-passes and other state-maintained
roads with equivalent traffic volume;
— Priority Three, state secondary
roads such as KY 580 and other roads of
equal importance.
— Priority Four, All state-
maintained roads not included in one of
the first three priorities.
According to Russell Romine,
assistant state highway engineer, roads
classified priority one, two or three are
to be maintained in a safe and passable
condition by plowing or sanding.
Priority four roads are tq be plowed
and partially salted when all other
roads are cleared.
"If the district engineer or county
foreman feels that it's necessary to give
any additional attention in times of
emergency, they may authorize.
whatever work is needed to improve the
road condition," Romine said.
County roads and city streets are not
part of the state-maintained system
and are not included in the snow and ice
removal plan, officials say.
In Calloway County, U.S. 641 from the
Marshal County-Calloway County line
to the Tennessee state line has first
Sesoad.priority.roadaintiude
KY 94 from Murray to the Marshall
County line, and RV 121 from the
GraY4444 County line en ill& 841
congressional candidates, got in some
cheerleading himself in Gresham, Ore.
"When I made my inflation speech, a
lot of people said there was no chance to
;On," Carter said. "But I don't intend to
lose. Will you help me?"
- - Later, at Duluth, Minn., Carter said
he did not think his anit-infiation
measures would lead to a recession. "I
think our economy is strong enough to
withstand it," he said. "There would
have been a recession if we had not
acted strongly and decisively to support
the dollar with a strong anti-inflation
prop-am."
The president got a boost from
several economic developments during
e day.
—Unemployment dipped to 5.8
percent in October, the lowest rate
since June, the Labor Department said.
The September rate was 6 percent. The
decline was largely because of more
• jobs for adult women. ,
--l'he dollar continue lb soar- -On
foreign exchanges in _response _to
Carter's economic moves. For the
week, the dollar gained 9 percent
against Swiss and West German
currencies, 7 percent against the
French franc and 5 percent against the
British pound and Italian lire.
—On the New York Stock Exchange,
the Dow-Jones Industrial average
moved erratically throughput the  da
fmally eTosing up 6.15 at 822.11.
Ark. Man Charged
In Shooting Here
Murray City Police charged a
Jonesboro, Ark., man in connection
with shooting a Murray man following
an apparent argument early today.
The victim, 24-year-old Lawrence
Spinks, of Green Acres Trailer Court,
Murray, is in Western Baptist Hospital.
A hospital spokesman early today
called his condition "very critical."
According to the spokesman, Spinks
has gunshot wounds to the back of his
head, lower neck and lower back„
Murray Police has charged William
W. Coomer, 29, with first degree assault
in connection with the shooting. •
A police spokesman said early today
the shooting apparently resulted from
an argument between the two men at
Spinks' residence. Police about 2:50
a.m. today responded to a call at the
residence, and according to the
spokesman, left feeling the disturbance
was under control. The shooting oc-
curred about 3:30 a.m. today.
Mercy Ambulance personnel first
transported Spinks to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was later tran-
sferred to Western Baptist where he
remained early today.
Police said Spinks was shot with a .22
caliber pistol loaded with hollow points.
Police said Coomer told theft' that
Spinks threatened him with a pair of
brass knuckles.




Members of the Murray Kiwanis Club
are-currently raising funds for the city
of Murray's new Christmas
decorations.
During their regular megkng
Thursday night at Triangle Inner-
tificates were given to each member.
The certificates sell for oee dollar and
are good for one 'dollar's worth of
products at McDonald's, 107 North 12th
Street. These certificates are to be sold
between now and Nov. 15, a spokesman
said.
For each certificate redeemed, the
Kiwanis Club will give McDonald's 5u
cents. This leaves 50 cents t6 give on the
new Christmas decorations.
Kiwanis members will make an in-
tensive effort during the next two weeks
to sell the certificates. They feel that
buyers will get equivalent value for
their money and that a substantial sum
can be raised for the new Christmas
decorations, the spokesman said.
Tickets will also be available at the-----
Chestnut Street Branch of the Peoples
Bank or from any Kiwanis member.
President Allen Russell presided at
the meeting,
Grant To Fund Reviews Of
Books On Human Values
Two Murray State University history
professors have been awarded a grant
by the Kentucky Humanities Council
for the preparation of reviews of con-
temporary books which consider:basic
human value questions.
Dr. Ken Wolf, associate professor of
history and Dr. Melvin Page, assistant
professor .of history, will direct the
efforts of a dozen other humanities
professors who will prepare the
reviews.
The reviews of current fiction and
non-fiction best-sellers will appear
early next year in The Murray Ledger
and Times, which is also supporting the
project. The reviews will also be
presented on WKMS-FM radio during
the second-quarter of 1979. Working the
Page and Wolf on the media presen-
tations will be Gene McCutcheon, editor
of The Murray Ledger & Times and
Rachel Oas, program director of WK-
MS-FM.
"Readers and listeners can look
forward to a new approach to book
reviews," Wolfe said. He, added that the
basic idea behind the project is not to
criticize the books but to help readers
see the basic questions of human value
which many contemporary books
present.
Professors. participatning in the
program will help select the books to be
reviewed and will write individual
reviews. Assisting will be faculty
members from various areas in the
humanities besides history, including
philosophy, languages, speech, cultural
anthropology, English and religious
studies.
---A .1114,14411 -6C6. 1410tiley—State-
faculty since 1969, Wolf received his
Ph.D. in history from the University of
Mere Dam. We teacTift Miropean
history and historiography and has
published several articles on European
nationalism.
Dr. Page received his Ph.D in
modern African history from Michigan
State University, has been on the
faculty since 1975. He has published
extensively in African history journals
and is director of graduate studies in
the Department of History.
today's index 
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By The Associated Press
Sunny, and warm today and
Sunday with highs in the low to
mid 70s. Clear and cool tonight
with lows in the low to mid 40s
Extended Outlook
Variable cloudiness Monday
.‘‘......through Wednesday with chance
for a few, showers on Tuesday.  ii
•
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Saturday, November 4
Semi-annual old newspaper
drive by Boy Scout Troop 77
will be held and call 753-3024
for pickup.
Square and round dancing
r-yvill be held at the WOW Hall
at 7:30p.m.
Land Between the Lakes
activities will Include field trip
on Birds That Prey at Center
'"•!Station at one p.m.; Era of
Iron Revisited at Center
Furnace at two p.m.; Honker
by Moonlight at Center Station
'
. Saturday. Nos :ember 4
National Organization for
• Women will hold its first
meeting in Room 109, Carr
• Health Building, Murray State
•.•University, at four p.m. This
...is open to both students
non students and men sad
:,-women.
Craft Bazaar by Ladies
'League of Immanuel
- Lutheran Church will be held
at Calloway Public Library
from nine a.m. to three p.m.
•.
Christmas Razaar by XI
Alpha Delta of Beta Sigma Phi
will be at Community Room,
:Federal Savings and Loan,
: Seventh and Main Streets,
from nine a.m. to twelve noon.
Youth Hayride of the
Memorial Baptist Church will
-start at the church at six p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Osmus
will be honored on their 35th
wedding anniversary with an
:Open house at the home of Mr.
'and Mrs. John Cooper, Lynn
'rove. at two p.m.
..;;.A1Ptia Mu Chapter of
31:psilen Sigma Alpha will have
4-garage sale from eight a.m.
ta two p.m. at 701 South 16th
ftreet.
UMW of Martin's Chapel
nited Methodist Church will
*onsor a ham hocks and been
popper at the church. Serving
Vrill.begin at five p.m.
Horse Show, sponsored by
Murray State Horsernanship
Club, will be at Livestock
Show and Exposition Center,




presented by Western ,Ken-
tucky Chapter of ,Society for
the Preservation and
Encouragement of Barber
fhop Quartet Singing in
;America, will be at Student
Center Auditorium, Murray
.psto University_at 7:30 p.m.





Athletic Boosters Club will
meet at the high school at 2
p.m. The elementary football
trophy will be presented to
winner of the county cham-
pionship.
Horse Show, sponsored by
Murray State Horsemanship





will be presented in her semot
piano recital at two p.m. in
Recital Hall Annex of Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State
Land Between the Lakes
activities will include Harvest
and-lrest at The Homeplace 1850
from one to four p.m.; In
Celebration of Nature at
Center Sation at two p.m.;
Close Encounter at Silo
Overlook at six p.m.
Kirksey United Methodist
Church will have its annual
homecoming with the Rev.
John Jones as speaker and
special music by the New
Kentuckians.
Disco, sponsored by the
Housing Programming
Council, will be at Hart Hall
Coffeehouse from eight p.m.
to. midnight. Admission is 25
cents.
Calvary Temple will have
its annual all day homecoming
with The Singing Alveys as
special guests.
Mr. and Mrs. Taz H. Lamb
will celebrate their 25th
wedding anniversary with a
reception ,at the fellowship
hall of the Brewers United
Methodist Church from two to--
four p. 
•
Lambuth College Choir and
Kaleidoscope of Jackson.
Tenn., will present a concert




Church Women will meet at
seven p.m. at the church.
Chapter M of the P. E. 0.
Sisterhood will hold its annual
silent auction for the benefit of
P. E. 0. educational projects
at the home of Mri. A. C. La
Follette at 7:30 p.m.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 7:15 p.m. at the
Immanuel Lutheran Church.
_Call 759-1792 or 753-9261 for
information.
7itudents. --
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
Sunday. November 5 the Health Center, North .7th
Gospel Singing will be held and Olive Streets, at 7:30 p.m.
pt Blood River Baptist church
7t two p.m. featuring The
rieighbors Quartet from
Marshall County
Hilltop Baptist Church will
pave an all day homecoming
›vith The Wonders Quartet as
jeatured singers.
Executive Board of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 11:30
a.m.
Murray Lodge No. 105.F. &
A. M. will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
the lodge hall.
Monday, November
Singles Unlimited will meet
at 7:30 p.m. in the church
parlor of the First United
Methodist Church.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follow: Lottie Moon with Opal
Howard at 7 p.m. and
Kathleen Jones with Leone
Travis at 7:15 p.m,
Arts and Crafts Class for
senior citizens and adults will
be at 1620 Main Street from 7
to 9 p.m. For transportation
Cit11-75109291r/ 3 p.m.
Annual Quad State Choral
Festival for high school
students will be held from 9
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. with free




Reservation g for the ladies
day luncheon on Wednesday at
the Murray Country Club
should be made with Barbara
Brandon today.
Tuesday, November 7
• Calloway County Library
luncheon will be held at twelve
noon with Emma Sue Hutson
as speaker..
Bread For World monthly
meeting will be at library of
First Christian Church at 7:30
p.m.
St. Leo's Catholic Church
Women's Guild will meet at 1
p.m. at Gleason Hall.
Gladys Williamson Sunday
School Class, Sinking Spring
Baptist Church, will meet with
Laura Paschall.
Kappa Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the club house.
_Tuesdaz November 7
First Baptist Church Baptist
Women will meet at 9:30 a.m.
at the church.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center.
"Great Expectations," 1947
English-film classic, will be
shown at 7 p.m. in the Student
Center auditorium, Murray





sponsored by Sigma Alpha
Iota and Phi Mu Alpha music
fraternities, will be at 815
p.m. in Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Annex, Murray State.
Coffee for Murray State
Women's Society will be at
home of Debbie Newell with
Emmy Edwards as cohostess
from9:30to11:30a.m.
Wednesday, November 8
Senior Citizens of Hazel will
meet at the Hazel Community
Center for a congregate/meal
and craft lesson.
lair eCIA.
By Abigail Van Buren
Blonde Bombshell
Has a Short Fuse
Delta Departaent, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the club house,
First United Methodist
Church Women will meet at 10
a.m. at Hale Chapel. Coffee
will be served at 9:30 a.m. and
the executive board will meet
at 9 a.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at ilse Masonic Hall
at 7 p.m.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: Annie.. Armstrong
with Cathryn Garrott and
Dorothy Group with Eva
Morris, both at 10:30 a.m.;
Bea Walker---with -Anita
Mansfield at 7:30 p.m. • •
Ellis Center will be open '
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m*: for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens. Blood
pressure readings and
macrame will be in the
morning with lunch at noon
and band practice at I p.m.
Dexter Senfor Citizens will
meet at 10 a.m. at the Dexter
Center.
DEAR ABBY: I am 29, college educated, single by choice
and considered a very attractive woman. My problem? I am
a victim of discrimination.
Until I became a blonde a year ago, I never realized how
much blondes were discriminated against. Especially good-
looking blondes. Ifs woman happens to be blonde and good
looking, she is immediately labeled as dumb. And if she's
blonde, good-looking and has a great - figure, she is
automatically written off as stupid.
Abby. I am the same person I was when I had brown hair,
but people Iwomen as well as men) react totally differently
to me since I became a blonde.
I am tired of fighting the "dumb blonde" image, and have
considered going back to my natural color, but I like my hair
this color. Please print this with some suggestions on how to
cope with unfair stereotypes.
NO DUMB BLONDE
DEAR BLONDE: Intelligent people do not use labels or
stereotypes. Neither do they discriminate against people
because of the colcorof their hair, eyes or skin. Consider
yourself lucky to be able to eliminate the bigots and boobs in
a hurry.
DEAR ABBY: About.15 years ago you ran a most inspira
tional poem titled "Slow Me Down, Lord". I read it often as a
constapt renOnder to slow down to more fully enjoy life's
siniplik pleasures. Today, when people seem to be rushing
around more frantically than ever, that poem is even more
timely. Will you please run it again?
ANNA IN MONTANA
DEAR ANNA: With pleasure I agree, it deserves a re-
run:
"Slow me down, Lord!
Ease the pounding of my bean
By the quieting of' my mind.
Steady my harried pace
With a vision of the eternal reach of time.
Give me,
Amidst the confusion qf my day,
The ethane*s of the4s4rlast1ng hills.
Break the tensions of my nerves
With the soothing music of the singing streams
That live in my memory.
Help me to know
The magical restoring power of sleep.
Teach me the art
Of taking minute vacations of slowilg down
to look at a flower;
to chat with an old friend or make a new one;
to pat a stray dog;
to watch a spider build a web;
to smile at a child;
or to read a few lines frem a geod book.
Remind me each day- •
That the race is not always to the swift;
That there is more to lite thew Increasing its speed.
Let me look upward
Into the branches of the towering oak
And know that it grew great and strong
Because it grew slowly and well.
Slow me down, Lord
And inspire me to send my roots damp
Into the soil of life's enduring values
That I may grow toward the stars
Of my greater destiny."
Do you wish you bed nom friends? Hier the merst ot
popularity. get Abby', aswIlisildet: "Hosaisatit2smodett-
You're Never Too Yonne or Tee Old." Send $1 with a NIL
sell-addressed, stomped as mats) onvelsole_Sie AyTifi
Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills. Calif. 90212.
Let's Stay Well Dr. F.J.C. BLAS1NGAME
We Have Something For Everyone
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Use and On Stags
Children $1.50
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Q: Mrs. M.T. has two
children, and she wants to
know what she can do to
discourage them from tak-
ing up cigarette smoking.
She asks, "What pro-
grams do you feel the
community can sponsor to
lessen the number of
youngsters who take up
the use of cigarettes?"
A: One of the most effec-
tive ways to discourage
your children from smok-
ing cigarettes is for par
ents to set a good example
and not smoke. Smoking is
more common among chil-
dren from homes in which
one or both parents smoke.
While health education
regarding the ill effects of
smoking would seem to be
a reasonable way to
discourage the habit, expe-
rience proves that this ap-
proach fails to pay off as
well as might be expected.
Some benefits result, and
such programs need to be
sponsored at school and by
public media.
Youngsters apparently
have little fear of disease
HOSPITAL PATIENT '
Harry Erwin of Murray has




Mrs. William Salmon of




If you've madesome butter-
bar-type 'cookies for the
holidays, they'll stay fresh
longer if they're not cut after
cooling!' Wrap the cookies in
their baking pan tightly with
foil or plastic wrap and cut the
cookies just before serving or
giving them as gifts.
because it is viewed to be
far in the future and some-
thing that happens largely
to adults.
The American Cancer
Society recently has in-
creased its emphasis on
the damaging effects
smoking has on young-
sters' grooming and,
appearance. This ap-
proach - showing smoking
as an unclean habit - may
affect younger people who
value grooming,, cleanli—
ness and phYsical appear-
ance. It is too early to
judge the benefits that this
switch in emphasis may
cause.
Smoking is one of the "in
things" to be done by
youngsters. The reasons
for this attitude are sev-
eral and somewhat
unclear. The widespread
practice may leave for no
apparent reason, and such
a change will be a blessing.
Once a youngster is hooked
on nicotine, he or she often
continues to be a smoker




smoking in certain public
places may assist in creat-
ing a social environment in
which smoking is less
acceptable.
Some .,authorities have
recommended that the sale
of tobacco to minors should




ing could be made more
balanced as to dangers.
Prohibition of such adver-
tising may be en impossi-
ble and unwise social poli-
cy. .
It is basically important
that parents encourage a
child to have high self-
respect so that he or she
will not want to damage





St. Leo's Women's Guild of
St. Leo's Catholic Church will
meet at 1 p.m. on Tuesday,
Nov. 7, at Gleason Hall, North
12th and Payne Street,
Murray.
A memorial service and
scripture readings will follow
the business meeting. Claire
Resig will be program
chairman.
New members welcomed





Hostesses for the November
meeting will be dolores
Zinkovich, Val Kubin, Louise
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Captain Irs,
FISH DINNE
ALL YOU CAN EAT
FREE
16 oz. soft drink
You get french fries, cole slaw,
hush puppies and
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Mutray Business News Briefs
AUCTION RAISES FUNDS — The Murray Auto Auction raised over S2,12.1 for the
needy in Calloway Counting during the auction/rand opening Thursday night. Pic-
tured here is, from left, Calloway 'County Court Clerk Marvin Harris. Murray ,Mayor
Melvin Heneley, both on hand for the grand opening, high bidder on a 1%8 Cadillac,
Ford Brown of Owensboro, Carl Howard of Murray, and James Tate of Milain, Tenn.,
co-owners of the auction. Over 600 cars sold at the auction Thursday night. The sale
attracted buyers from 23 states.
Bailey Joins Kopperud
Don Bailey has joined the
staff at Kopperud Realty
specializing in farm
properties and residential
sales, Bill Kopperud an-
nounced today.
Bailey, son of Mr. and Mrs
Martin Bailey Jr„ is a Murray
native.
A Calloway County Higl.
graduate, Bailey received his
BS degree from Murray State
University where he majored
in agriculture.
After graduation, Bailey left
Murray to work for Southern
States, a farmers cooperative,
Family life slips
4njoying a happy family life
- seeinee10 have-lost much of its ap-
peal to young. Americans. although•
those past 18,..are very much for it.
A study by the Amencan.Coun-
cil of Life Insurance came up with
these opinions: .
• Almost half of the Americans
14 to 18 rated "the opportunity to
develop 'tA an individual" higher
- than having a "happy family life.'
• Among those IS years and
over 4 in 5 considered having "a





Cancer insurance policies, de-
signed to help pay for the high cost
of treating cancer — and only.
cancer — have attracted a large
segment of the Amencan public.
Latest estimates are that more
than 10 million people have this
insurance, first introduced m 1957.
Other types of .'dread disease"
policies insuring only a single ail-
ment include those for heart d,,-
ease, polio and hypertension.
But the. Health Insurance Insti-
tute cautions that all these policies
should be viewed assupplementary
insurance.
"First, you should be insured
against ,all kinds of medical ex-
penses. ideally through a major
'medical plan protecting against.
catastrophic costs.'' says the Insti"
tute.
"Once that is done, insurance.
for a particular disease — Mitch--
pays only for that one disease —
can he -valuable, especially if ycittr
and later an engineering firm
in Greenville.
In March, 1977, he received
his Kentucky Real Estate
Salesman's License and sold
actively in Madisonville
before recently moving back
to Murray.
Bailey is a member of the
Murray-Calloway County
Board of Realtors, Kentucky
Association of Realtors and
National Association of
Realtors.
Bailey is married and his
wife Jane coordinates the
outreach program at the local
public library. The Baileys
are members of the Flint
Baptist Church and reside at a
Route 3, Murray, rekdence.
Kopperud Realty is located





"VWve got the Shield!"
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are usually just bait to
get your money.
. Let us help you. Stop in and discuss any business






Find out for certain if your chimney is
safe of' If It is coated with- dangerously
flammable creosote Fires in chimneys
and stove pipes caused, 3 million dollars
worth of damage last year. Ne,xt year
we will charge for inspections, 'to take




OFFER GOOMN CA I. LOWAY COUNTY ONV!
OVER $2,000 RAISED FOR NEEDY
Carl Howard HoldsGrand Opening
Thursday night Howard-arid
his partner, James Tate of
Milan, Term., saw 600 auto
transactions move through
three lanes at the auction.
As a part .of the grand
opening, buyers there bid on a
1968 Cadillac. With bidders
throwing in 110- Ser bid, IN
auction raised over $2,125,
Howard said. "These are real
kind-hearted people and we
felt we had to this for the
needy children in this coun-
ty," Howard said. Both
County Court Clerk Marvin'
Harris and Murray Mayor
Melvin Henley were on hand
for the grand opening.
Ford Brown with B nd D
a
The Carl Howard Murray
Auto Auction celebrated its
grand opening in a big fashion
Thursday night — by raising
over $2,000 for the needy in the
county, and by attracting over
1,000 car buyers fronl 23
states.
- • --The i11110'SuctIon, lactited oil
-'U.S. 641 north of Murray near
Almo Heights, is fast
becoming one of the largest in
the five state area, co-owner
Carl Howard says.
"We've been open 21 weeks
now," Howard said on the eve
of his Largest sale Thursday
night, "and when we started
we had no idea how big it was
going to get.
Auto Sales of Owensboro
bought the used car.
Howard said over $2-million
worth of cars were parked on
the auction lot for sales
Thursday night. "ffe -had 250
that were 76s and up. We had
byy,rs frania states.anah45..of
those •were new buyers. I
guess we had over 1,000
dealers and over 4,500 people
there," Howard said today.
Howard said the auction
attracts buyers from as far
away as California, Texas,
Florida and Georgia, _ _ _
What makes the auto
auction so attractive to
dealers?
"Because this is Murray,
Kentucky," Howard ex-
plained, "we have a
reputation here as the car
capital and although we've let
it die-the last few years, this
(the auto auction) may bring
it back as far as the car in-
dustry iszoncerned-" •
"There's never been an
auction in Murray half this
size," Howard said prior the
Thursday night sales.
The auction is not open to
the general public for bidding,
only dealers with valid dealers
)irenses Can bid, Howard
pointed out.
Howard sakr the Murray
auction became a major sales
center when he expanded
from two to three sales lanes.
What's due for he future of the
auction?
"We hope to open a fourth
lane in the spring and sell 700








Energy (OTC), to 1041 from
Pa. Greatest declines: Ver-
mont _American AMEX), to
7241 from 264e; Ashland Oil
(NYSE), to 43% from 46;
Brown-Forman B (AMEX), to
72% from 34.
Rewarding Miners Means Of Boosting Production
While the Carter ad-
ministration has as its goal
increased coal production in
order to reduce the nation's
dependence on foreign oil,
administration officials
privately have expressed
concern at figures showing
continued declines in per-
miner productivity.
So they're looking with
interest at a growing trend in
the coal industry — at
unionized mines as well as
non-union ones — of finan-
cially rewarding miners
above their regular pay when
production goes up.
Mere are many formulas
for calculating such bonuses
or incentive systems, but the
overall goal is the same;
getting more coal out of the
mines to feed the still-growing
appetites of America's energy
consumers.
According to figures from
the U. S. Department of
Energy, underground miners
produced an average of 9.1
tons of coal per day in 1976.
Five years earlier, the
average miner was digging 12
tons per day. This represents
a 24 percent drop in produc-
tivity.
Even greater drops in
productivity have been cited
•,
by industry sources; an of-




Citibank, the nation's second
largest bank, has raised its
prime rate a half-percentage
point to 103/4, the first bank to
do so.
The move was seen as
stemming from action taken
in Washington earlier this
week to strengthen the dollar.
The announcement came
Thursday.
Most of the nation's major
banks, responding to
pressures from the Federal
Reserve Board, raised their
prime rates — the interest
changed to preferred coe,
porate customers — to 10,--2
percent.
But anaylsts have teen
predicting a rise to 103,3
percent following the Fed'
action Wednesday in raising
the discount rate— charged to
member banks for loans —
from 81,2 percent to a record
9',-2 percent.
The prime rate has no direct
effect on consumer loan and
mortgage rates, but is coil
sidered a good predictor of
future moves in such rates.
in West Virginia declined 50
percent over a recent eight-
year period. -
Specifically between 1967




Consol, which also has coal
properties in Kentucky, is one
of the large coal companies
with union mines that is ex-
perimenting with an incentive
system aimed at changing all
that. The company introduced
a bonus plan at one of its Ohio
mines in early August, and in
September started one at a
mine in Library, Pa.
Bonus plans at other Consol
mines will be announced
shortly, according to Leonard
Gross,- the company's general
manager for public relations
in Morgantown,. W. Va.
Island Creek Coal Co.,
Lexington, also will start
pruduction incentive
programs at some of its
mines.
Consol's incentive plan is
one that directly links
productivity with safety,
through an intricate formula
that takes into account a
mine's overall monthly
production increase over a set
goal, the mine's percentage
increase or decrease in
number of accidents from the
previous year's average and
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •
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the individual miner's mon-
thly base pay.
Other bonus systems being
used by some coal companies
are more directly related to an
individual miner's per-
formance in productivity and
safety.
Generally, union mines are
the newest to the production
.incentive game, unions have
in the past looked with
skepticism at bonus sytems
due to bad experiences when
miners felt they wet* b-
directly encouraged to em-,
phasize speed at the expense
of safety. But the increased
pressure for more coal, and
the fact the national coal
contract specifically relates
safety considerattions to any
rewards for increased
productivity, have muted
some of that resistance.
An industry spokesman
noted that bonus systems have
been used for years in a
number of non-union mines,










• tat - •
AWARDED RECENTLY Mike Love, leit and Ed Hudgins, right, are pictured here with
awards that they received at a recent McDonalds regional meeting. The awards were
for community involvement and outstanding interior design. The meeting lasted three
days and was held at Duranngo, Colorado.
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I 4 Coltman of historical and genealogical
anectloteN. &tories avid .fantily notes. I
One of the largest battles of the Civil
Yiter to take place in our area, other
than that of Fort Henry and Fort
Donelson with which we are all
familiar, is one with which most of us
are almost totally unfamiliar. It oc-
cUrred at a place called Grubbs -
Crossroads, which was located, as
closely as I can place it, just oistaide of
Cerulean Springs, in Trigg County, but
evidently dose to Livingston County. A
record of it probably would never have
eert made except for one eye-witness
who had the foresight to put down his
impressions.
This is the account as told by Cordie
J Howard, who lived near there and
was able to recall the events:
"A hot mid-sununer day was Aug tat
8. 1864. The time was 4:00 p.m. A gray
haired farmer with his two negro slaves- -
and his two sons were at work in the, _
tobacco field. Groves Howard was that
farmer; Jerry and George were the
slaves. Ross and Cordie. Howard, aged
12 and 10, were the boys.
Our labor that sultry afternoon was
within a stone's throw of an abandoned
field, fringed with timber, without a
fence or other encumbrance. This field
belonged at that time to John N. White,
It was used as grazing ground for the -
stock of the neighborhood. This old field
became the battleground of Grubbs
Crossroads the next morning at early
daylight. A school house has been built
there since and was named Battle
Creek School in memory of the battle
that was fought there. The schoolhouse
has been torn away but many people
know where it was located.
At 4:00, we saw jets of smoke rising
around our house. We were not 'sur-
prised at this, for the Federal army,
knowing my father's southern sym-
pathies, often made his farm their
feeding ground. Quitting_ the field and
going down to the house, we band
Yankees in front of us. Yankees to die
right of us, and Yankees to the leftetne.
The roasting ears were just in their
prime and the comp keetles pining hot.
By the thru the soldiers kind finished
their supper, there wasn't much left of
dud ten acres of. corn I think there was
a full regiment of these soldiers,
perhaps about a thousand men, and not
one of them seemed to say grace. 'Their
tummies full of roasting ears, order
was given to mount and forward march
ta greener fields.
• This field, the one referred to absrve,
lay one quarter mile east of my father's
house and about the same distance
born the home of Bayless Grubbs. The
drubbs residence afterward became
the home of John Jones and was very
liar where the Hopkinsville and
Madisonville roads crop. Very near
this crossing Elisah Williams, years
afterwards, kept a stove and postoffice
called Friendship. The field that
Isecarne the battle ground that next
morning was used by the Confederates
as a training field at the beginning of
the. asst. In the timber en the north side
of this -field the Federal. s went into
camp for the night.
*.• The next morning at daybreak, the
lame being e balmy Sunday morning,
Adarn R. Johnson, with his band known
as the Partisan Rangers, came upon
the scene. It was then that the ball
-opened. I was aroused from my boyish
slumbers by more shooting than I had
ever heard before or hope ever to hear
again. My father and mother were
lining on the side of the bed looking
, through the window watching the
Smoke of battle come curling over. As
for me, I could lie on my trundle bed
and as, 'all I wanted to see through the
- -Crack_
: After breakfast my father being
informed that both armies, had
evacuated the field leaving the dead
and wounded to be cared for by the
neighbors, put on his hat to go out and
view the fields. I wanted to go with him.
Ile consented upon my promise to stay
close to him.
As we passed through the fringe of
tan timber bordering on my father's
farm, we came upon many dead and
Wounded horses. Many of them lay
there until they decayed in the sun,.
creating a horrible scent. Farther on
we went looking for Sallie, a mare who
had been captured the evening before
by the Federals for their own use, while
she grazed. We found her tied to a tree
'with a bullet in her shoulder. Hopping
as she did on three feet we took her
home, where she recovered sufficiently
to be of some use for several years.
Letter To The Editor
Thanks
gear Editor -
s I would like to commend the Murray
glity Police and the Fire Department
lir being so alert on Halloween night.
:!'While my family* was asleep, they
-discovered and put out a leaf fire at the
darner of our yard, which was set by
pranksters.




The dead men, four Confederates and
one Federal, had already been
gathered up by the neighbors and were
lying in the shade of an old apple tree.
Under this apple tree all in one big
grave the four Confederates were
buried. They took the Federal some 70
yards away and dug a lone grave. I
could hardly understand why, for
surely their anger, if they ever had any,
was now banished.
As we stood there viewing these
bloody corpses, the venerable Wise
Pollard came walking up. Some of
these he identified and all of the .bodies
were finally removed by friends
bmgroThvfl, hhaearts 
He 
i d. ofHereth se janyed:schbtocrtsI 
his 
nelulhail,edsainocti
"Friends, let's not bury them without a
umped and
galloped over to his sawmill a half mile
-dintant and was soon back with a box.
Rough the box and rough the hands that
made it, but the recording angel took no
note of that.
Miss Mary Howard, the sister of Mr.
Coniie Howard, procured a towel and
gently washed the blood from their
faces.
Bullet marks were plertiful on the
trunks of the trees up to about ten feet.
Above that the timber was literally
riddled. Cartridge boxes, both filled
and empty were scattered in produsion.
The wounded Federals, about 20 in
number, were taken to the home of
Bayless Grubbs, later to Hopkinsville.
Which side won? Both armies
evacuated the field, leaving their dead
and wounded to the mercies of the
citizens."
And this is how a Civil War battle,
probably typical of many others, was




Hear, 0 ye Slags; give ear, 0 ye
princes; I, even I, will sing unto the
Vent will sieg praise to the Lard God
of breal. —.Judges 5:3.
To "praise" the Lord is to worship
Him and is part of the beauty of
holiness.




Inside Report Hy Rau land EY ans and Robert !Novak
The Last
Republican Hope
EVANSTON, Ill. — Democratic Rep.
. Abner Marva, whhse possible defeat
represents a last symbolic Republican
hope in. a disappointing national
campaign, abruptly changed the
subject from economics to gun control a
week before the election.
Addressing students at Evanston
Township High School, Mikva pulled
from his pocket a National Rifle Assn.
(NRA) letter attacking him as "the
foremost anti-gun spokesman in the
House" and calling Republican John
Porter -immensely preferable." In
Chicago's North Shore suburban
district, a 'ffindfdlifea/ith the NRA as a
friend needs no enemies. Asked by
newsmen about it later that day, state
Rep. Porter protested that his position
on handguns is identical to Mikva's.
To political insiders, Milcva's sudden
recourse to gun control was a distress
signal In rising from a 16 percentage
point deficit to a virtual dead heat,
Porter has exploited his own support
for tax reduction and Mikva's liberal
spending record. Reversing the
traditional pattern, pocketbook issees
were 4unning so decidedly in the
Republican's favor that the Democrat
felt compelled to switch to social issues
This lavishly financed race
represents what Republican strategists
had hoped would be the national pat-
tern. But the single ad of defeating
Mikva, the most effective, influential
liberal in the House, would partly
compensate for dreary Republican
showings elsewhere. "Beating Ab Mik-
va would give us at least something this
year," a national lepublican leader
told us.
Accordingly, organized labor and big
's Desk
IntersectiQn Okayed
By Melvin B. Henley
-mayor, City of Murray
We received word this week from,
Calvin Grayson, Secretary of the
Department of Transportation for the
state of Kentucky, that a project has
been authorized in the amount of $65,000
to provide design engineering for im-
provement of the intersection of 16th
and Main Streets. This is the first step
toward correction of this terrible in-
tersection, and we feel that after
spending this much on design, the state
will do the construction within a
reasonable period of time.
They estimate their construction cost
on the project to be, according to
Secretary Grayson's letter, $291,000. I
would not have imagined the cost to be
go great, but I am glad the state is
cooperating in the correction of this
intersection. A great deal of
cooperation on the part of several
people was necessary before we even
asked the state for help.
For example, Bill Barker of Murray
Electric System agreed to move the
power lines. Tommy Marshall of
Murray Municipal Utilities agreed to
move water and gas lines, and probably
most important of all. president Curris
agreed, through polling of his board, to
give right-of-way needed for the
project. Without all this cooperation the
project would never have been funded.
Everyone who has navigated that
dangerous Intersection should ap-
predate the efforts of these people and
their cooperation which will make the
.pse4ect • leasibie,-1..enr ilia. hope- the
state allocates construction money next
year.,
Halloween gave our law enforcement
officers a lot of headaches - both city
and county. However, all the officers
seemed in good spirits at all times, and
Funny,
Funny World
FFW subscriber Annette Williams
was waiting for a traffic light to change
In Omaha when an ambulance bumped
her from behind. The driver seemed
relieved when she was able to get out of
the car and walk over under her own
power, but they're still evaluating- her
retort. "Tell me something. How do you
stop when Im not here?"
Miirray Ledger & Times
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business have opened their warchests
for Mikva and Porter. Jimmy Carter
and Jack Kemp scheduled late visits
especially for this contest (following
Walter Mondale, John Rhodes, Gerald
Ford and Edward M. Kennedy). Henry
Fonda left Broadway to tape a Mikva
television spot. No other House race
gets such attention.
The reason is Mikva. Of 1977 test
votes selected by the Americans for
Democratic Action on which Mikva
actually voted; he was 17 for 17 on the
liberal side. Nobody else with that
record could dream of surviving in this
swing district. The perception of four-
term Rep. Mikva as an exceptional
man of character carried him to
narrow wins in 1974 and 1976 (after
losing in 1972) against Rep. Samuel
Young and nurtured hopes of an easier
win against the lesser-known Porter.
But Mikva this year poolnpoohed the
force of the tax revolt. On the House
Ways and Means Committee, he dug in
against tax relief for the middle-to-
upper income brackets. In a district
where nearly half the voters earn over
$25,000, that is high-risk politics.
What's More, Porter has avoided
corrosive social issues that attract
Republican candidates like the candle
beckons the moth. He endorses the
"strong social. conscience" of this
district and sees little difference bet-
ween him and Mikva on social
questions (which is hero* denied by
Mikva). Rather, Porter declares that s'
"econamic upward mobility has come
to a halt in America" and demands tax
cuts and reduced government to change .
that.
"Porter for Congress, for all of us" is
given anti-Semitic connotations by
some Mikva backers. Actually, Porter
wisely dropped the old theme that this
formerly WASP preserve should not be
represented by An Mikva. Instead, his
newspaper and radio ads relentlessly
sound the theme that Mikva has con- -
sistently voted for massive spending --
except for national defense.
That &ergs led to a nasty private
exchange between these_bre_Evanstod_
neighbors after their hist debate. In
truth, Mikva voted against the last
three House appropriations defense
bills (while supporting the final con-
ference committee version). More
significantly, he voted against the
nuclear aircraft carrier and B-1
bomber and now opposes the neutron
warhead. Porter is one of the few
Republican candidates who made
defense even a tangential issue.
Speaking recently to the Wilmette
Rotary Club, Mikva preached fiscal
conservatism. He called lower capital
gains taxes "something I could sup-
port," called for getting "the handle on
federal spending" and quoted the late
Paul Douglas as saying, "You don't
have to be a wastrel to be a liberal."
The polls say it isn't working. Por-
ter's one-to-three point lead is less
important than the trend in his direc-
tion. So, Mikva jaw contends that
Porter is abandoning past liberal
positions on abortion, ERA .- and the
gun Issue. In a district where street
crime is not a principal concern and
hunting is not a principal pastime, Mik-
va brought up gun control.
At a recent taped interview at NB(' in
Chicago, Porter reaffirmed his anti-
handguns position. After the taping, an
obviously distressed television
technician told him he is participating
in an NRA phone bank against Mikan.
Now be wondered if this could do any
good with Porter also against han-
dguns. "I'm afraid that's the way it
Porter replied.
With district polls showing 80 percent
support-ter -gun euntroia,'PortifrWer—
rejecting special irlterest backing .
usually Irresistible for Republicans in
4
favor of broader support on overriding
economic questions. This race, at least,
will measure the tax revolt's political
impact.
Looking Back
'Today In History 
By The Asaciated Press
Today is Saturday, Nov. 4, the 30Ikh
day of 1978. There are 57 days left in,the
year. • •
Today's highlight in history: •
On this date in 1825. the first boat to
reach New York City by using the Erie
Canal arrived nine days after leaving
the Great Lakes port of Buffalo.
On this date:
In 1520, King Christian 11 was
crowned king of Sweden.
In 1804, Democrat Grover Cleveland
was elected president.
In 1922, the entrance to King
Tutankhamen's tomb was discovered in
Egypt.
In 1931, the League of Nations ac-
cused Japan of aggression in Man-
churia.
th4 World War ars_
nounced that Greece had been com-
pletely liberated from the Nazis.
In 1952, Dwight Eisenhower was
elected the 34th president of the United
States, defeating Democrat Adlai
Stevenson in the first Republican
presidential victory in 20 years.
Ten years ago: Troops loyal to King
Hussein of Jordan crushed an attempt
by Palestinian commandos to over-
throw him, and 25 people were reported
killed.
Five years ago: Senator Edward
Brooke of Massachusetts became the
first Republican senator to publicly
urge the resignaton of President
Richard Nixon.
One year ago: President Carter
-Piettponed a Wirt:nation tour scheduled
to begin Nov. 22,..mying he wanted to be
In Washingtoin-whie COngrtss was
dealing with his controversial energy
program.
Today's birthdays: Actor Art Carney
is 60 years old.' Broadcaster Walter
Cronkite is 62. Painter and scenic
designer Eugene Berman is 79.
Thought for today: "Nothing tires a
man more than to be grateful all the
time." — Ed Howe, American writer,
1853-1937.
10 Years Ago
Army Major James G. Jordan, son of
M. 0. Jordan, received the Silver Star
for heroism in action on Oct. 14 while
serving in Vietnam.
Pt c. Cheryl A. Chester, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Chester, hes—
completed the medical laboratory
procedure basic course at Brooks Army
Medical Center, Fort Sam Houston,
Texas.
Pictured are members of the Murray
Lions Cab planning the ennuaisradio
20 Years Ago
Joe B. McDougal, USN, son of Mr.
and Mrs R. P. McDougal, is serving
aboard the submarine tender USS
Howard W. Gilmore operating out of
Key West, Fla.
Deaths reported ihclude Mrs. Lola
Crouse, 76.
T. Garland, seaman apprentice USN,
son of Mr. and Mrs. T. G. Garland, is
serving aboard the attack aircraft
carrier USS Ranger, operating out of
Alameda, Calif.
The New Concord Itedlithislost to the
Ands Mustangs off/avid Lipscomb
eO-Ya/S Ago
Prof. Price Doyle is pictured as he
conducts rehearsals for the West
Kentucky Symphony Orchestra who
will present a concert here on Nov. 10.
Prof. Roman Prydatkevytch will be
violin soloist.
Deaths reported include Bobbie
Farmer, 16, and Tandy Wadlington.
Members of the cast of the play,
.!`Dear Papa" toe presented on Nov. 6
by the seniors of Hazel High School
include Billy Hurt, Anna Lou Steely,
Norma Jean Parks, Max Brandon, Joe
Pat Elitins,yiolet Vick_ Jean Vaughn._
.40 Years Ago
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Lindsey
Roberts between Midway and Hazel
was destroyed by fire on Oct. 30.
The American Council on Education
in an executive meeting in Washington,
D. C., on Oct. 20 voted membership to
Murray State Teachers College, ac-
cording to Dr. James H. Richmond,
president.
Deaths reported this week include W.
D. McAnally, 84, Harry Turner, 6, and
Sam McAlister, 38.
Wilburn Cavitt is supervising teacher
for the manual arts course now being
offered at Murray High School, ac-
cording to Supt. W. J. Caplinger.
Stores in Murray are closing today
during the football game between
Murray State and Memphis South-
western being played at Murray State.
50 Years Ago
Murray's new and modern fire truck
arrived here Oct. 31 and is now ready
for service, according to Murray Fire
Chief Hughes.
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. Sarah Ann Tarry,78, the Rev.
Elisha Adams, 82, Clain Copeland,
18, Lee Geurin, and Alvis Is Watson, 61,
The Magazine Club will sponsor the
collegiate comedy, "front Lucia" on
Nov. 8 and 9 at the high school
auditorium. Over 100 local pergola,
headed by Telma Carter, will be
featured in the cast.
Murray Mayor T. H. Stokes spoke on
the litlgress of-Mtrrri'y and-future-
developments • for the city at the
dieetleg of the Exchange Club, . -•
auction Nov. 18 and 19. Chuck Simons is
the club's radio auction chairman.
Dale Nanny, son. of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Nanny, and student at Murray
High School, placed Ilth in the Class AA
High School Cross Country State Mast
held at Louisville.
American Legion Post 73 will apertur-
e Veterans Day Parade here on Nov. 11.
Units of the ROTC and from Fort
Campbell, along with other
organizations, will participate.
High School 68 to 64. David Finney got
24 points for New Concord.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Bob Hutchens on Oct. 31.
New officers of the Four Rivers
Council, Boy Scouts of America, are
James C. Rieke, Paducah, Dr. Ralph H. ,
Woods, Murray, Bertes Pigue, Fulton,
and Jack Piers, Paducah. „
Inez Scarbrough and Belva Dill of
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of
the Eastern Star attended the 56th
session of the Grand Chapter of OES of .
























































' brother anJo Eva Weatherford, Echick Owens,
of the watJoe Davenport, Irvin Shrader, Faye
was like aFoster, John Hart, and L Farris.
friend.Marriages announced this week 
We hadinclude Charlene Haley to Orlon Polk
Clyde JotTaylor, Oct. 30.
Six Mile hMrs W. P. Roberts, local florist,
portion of Iattended the meeting of the Florist agreed toTelegraph Delivery Association held at
hicrina,
below Hetheir 50th wedding anniversary on Oct.
24 with a reception at the home of their
daughter, Mrs. F. B. Crouch and Mr.
Crouch.
cMiami Beach, Fla. our one
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Boyett celebrated
R. H. Falwell, Jr., was reelected
president of the Baptist Student Union
of Kentucky at the southwide Baptist
student conference held at Memphis,
Tenn.
Births reported this week include a
boy to Dr. and Mrs. A. Y. Covington, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Harry Stout, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Jones, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Jones, and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Cochran.
Faith Doran, Pearl Miller, and Erie
Keys presented the program at the
meeting of the Business and
Professional Women's Club held (act. 27
at the club room.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
"Too Hot To Handle" starring Clark
Gable and Myrna Loy.
F. D. Crass and Son opened their new
furniture store on Nov. 3 on the west
side of the court square.
Beatrice Fry of Murray State
TeAchers College was elected as
Director of Extension for Kentucky at
the Kentucky Classical Associational
meeting held in Louisville.
Births reported this week include a
girrto Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Padgett on
Oct. 26.
A Singing Contest will be held at the
Palestine Methodist Church on Nov. 10.--
In football games this week the
Murray School Tigers beat Hick-
'r;sitri Tino g, anrMury
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Joe Bourne, foreground, watches while guide Clyde Johnson battles a Toledo Bend
bass. Fishermen are finding bass deep in the east Texas reservoir. The lake carries the
reputation of being one of the nation's best bassing waters.
Stiff* &ern
With less than two weeks-
remaining before the night of
the Ducks Unlimited Banquet
I hope all area duck hunters
and sportsmen have pur-
chased their tickets.
If you do plan to attend you
must purchase your ticket by
Mondai, November 13, MS.
The ticlei ChaIrdiallealhave •
to have all ticket stubs in by
this date. Also, because the
dinner meal will be catered




dogs are still dogs and
everybody's a good old boy.
At least that's the
judgement passed by ni-y
brother Joe during a recent
fishing- trip-to-the-east Texas
lake. I'd flown to his home of
Houston, and we crove up to
the waters of the piney woods
to sample some of its bass
fishing.
Toledo Bend was impounded
in 1969 in the vast Sabine
River bottoms along the
Texas-Louisiana border. The
lake stretches upstream some
67 miles, and it covers a huge
190,000 surface acres which
-hide veritable forests of pine
and hardwoods, the rotted
tops of which break the lake's
surface.
It's these trees which are
responsible for Toledo Bend's
good fishing. The submerged
woodpiles offer- abounding
cover for baitfish and
gamefish alike. After its
Impoundment, Toledo Bend
turned out one of the largest
bass fisheries in the world,
and though the lake has
receded somewhat from its
new lake peak, it's still one of,
the best bass reservoirs, if not
the best, in the nation.
I'm no stranger to Toledo
Bend. While serving an Air
Force tour in Texas, I became
familiar with the lake's
largemouth bonanza on a first-
hand basis. I fished there as
long weekends would permit,
and as a novice angler I
lugged in stringers of bass
that I've seldom matched
since.
It had been four years since
---Pd-j-fisired--- Toledo _Benct,_
, __bawever,Aind—when- -m-y
' brother and I pulled into view
of the water and its trees, it
was like a reunion with an old
friend.
We had been in touch with
Clyde Johnson, , co-owner of
Six Mile Marina on the lower
portion of the lake, and he had
agreed to serve as guide for
our one day stint. Six Mile
Marina, some eight miles
below Hemphill, Tex., is a
name I remembered from
earlier experience as a spot
for good fishing and good
- 'Mermen. _
But there were the normal
words of discouragement.
"Boys, this high pressure's
causing us problems with the
fish," Clyde said as he was
showing us to our cabin. He
explained that Toledo Bend,
was in the bluebird doldrums,
a plague of tough fishing
brought on by clear blue skies
and a mile high barometer.
"Those fish are down deep,
and they aren't feeding
much," Clyde explained.
I've got a theory about
guides, however, and I applied
it in' this case. Guides don't
have anything to lose by
telling clients-to-be that the
fishing is lousy. If he doesn't
produce the next day, his
clients don't get any more
than they expected. If he does,
* held at the





they think he's one of the
greatest fishermen ever, and
they will always come back. I
figured Clyde Johnson was
setting us up for a good catch
'and a bit of fun.
Next morning over eggs and
coffee I wasn't so sure. My
brother and I talked to a
quartet of other fishermen and
a second guide who all agreed
tflbt fishing was slow. "We
need a front to push through
and stir things up," the old
guide said, and the others
nodded.
But optimism unbridled—
it's a sure bet with a beautiful
morning, a reputable guide
and thousands of acres of fish
bearing waters on your
doorstep. I kept the faith as we
made our way to the dock
where Clyde's boat was tied.'
"What few fish we've been
catching are schoolies running
along the channel banks of Six
Mile Creek," Clyde said. He'd
armed' Joe and me with a
batch of silver spoons, arid he
said we'd ,be jigging them
along dropoffS some20-30 feet
deep.
"I've never fished spoons
like that before," my •brother
said. "How do the fish hit?" It
was a good question.
"Just cast out and let the
spoon settle. Then sweep the
bait up, take up slack and let it
drop back to the bottom. The
fish will almost always take it
on the fall. A bite will feel like
a real light tap," Clyde ex-
plained. "When you feel that,
set the hook "cause he'll spit
the spoon out almost im-
mediately."
On the first hole I showed
Tim bow it was done. I -ie-h---
-,boinething breathe on my line,
rammed back on my rod and
brought up a bass that
couldn't have gone more than
two inches, -The fish literally
was smaller than the bait, but
'what he lacked in size, he
made up in ambition.
Nothing followed there, and
we moved. We got a replay in
inactivity and moved again.
The third spot proved barren.
Maybe Clyde was shooting
straight about the fish not
biting.
But then we hit the Glosy.
Hole, Clyde dredged up the'
first bass, a fish of nearly two
pounds. Then he caught
another, I followed with two,
and Joe got into the act with a
pair of his own. The fish were
good ones, not in the lunker
,class, but averaging one to
three potuids.
That's when Clyde tied into
old Humphrey. (Actually
Humphrey is Clyde's basset
hound, but Clyde said the fish
and the dog weighed about the
saraTThe battle was a good
one, Clyde inkmping, the fish
digging for cover. Joe was
waiting with the net and I was
snapping pictures, sure of a
photo that would pop the eyes
of the folks back home. But
suddenly the rod went slack as
the hooks pulled out. Clyde's
invectives were in keeping
.SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.
Open Mop. thru Sat. 9 til 9
-- Sunday
with our disappointment.
But the fish kept hitting, and
my mid-morning we had an
ice box more than half full of
keepers. (Daily limit on
Telesio Bend Is li_bass of any
size.)
Everybody got hungry, and
we went in for lunch. That's
when we met Humphrey and
the good old boys, including
Clyde's partner, James
Lovvorn. We slapped a few
backs, told some lies,
manhandled a Texas-size
cheeseburger and generally
enjoyed down home, piney
woods humor.
Then it was back to the
water for what Clyde called an
"inspection of his big bass
holes."
We worsted a dozen or more
ridges or • humps in the main
lake with little success. We
went back to spoons or creek'
channels, but these too had
gone barren of fish.
Finally the sun betrayed us
and started disappearing
under the horizon. Clyde
cranked up and headed in for
the regular dockside game of
"OK, let's see 'urn" played
with the other guides._
Like 'saki, Ithought-I had it
all figured. Clyde said it would
be slow, but we caught fish.
We'd think he was Mr. Fish-
finder himself.
But there was one kink.
When we got in, we had 26 fish,
and the other guides averaged
less than half that number. Oh
well, so much for theories!
Maybe Clyde Johnson really is
Mr. Fishfinder.
(Six Mile Marine offers full
fisherman's service, including
tackle, lodging, a restaurant
and guides. Guide fee runs 880
per. day. Guide service runs
year round, 'and sortie of the
better big bass fishing is in
November, December.,
February and March. For
more info, contact Clyde
Johnson at Six Mile Marina,
R.R. 2, Bo; 51, Hemphill, TX
75948, or call 1-713-579-3621.)
Useful Boating Knots
Oldtime sailing ships had
literally miles of rope in their
- rigging. So over the
generations, seafarin' men
developed a vast array of
special knots.
Today we can find them
cataloged in thick knot en-
eyclopedias for the benefit of
historians and posterity.
Such a large number of
complicated knots seems to
make the whole field of knot-
tying quite complicated. So a
lot of powerhaarowners have
-little- sskill—at—doing
common and very useful
knots.
It doesn't have to be like
this. The MerCruiser stern
drive boating experts point out
that several Common, simple,
easy-to-learn knots can serve
practically all modern pur-
poses around a boat and dock.
And they are 'very handy to
know ashore. So a good off-
season project is to learn to do
them. If you learn and
practice them ashore during
the off-season, by Springtime
you'll be able to do them in a
flash.
Most rope companies put
out pamphlets that show how
to tie many common knots.
Books on camping and
scoutcraft also-have sections
on the subject. If you know
what knots to look for, one of
the knot encyclopedias at your
local library won't look so
formidable.
The common square knot
has endless uses. You should
know the vital difference
between it and the similar-
loolsing "thief" or "granny"
knot, which can slip.
'The bowline has countless
uses. --1 -
bearn- thee. sheeFbend, N ery
handy for fastening large and
small lines together.
The common two-half-
hitches and very similar
"anchor bend" and "fisher-
man's bend" have many uses
when anchoring, mooring and
towing.
The short splice and very
similar eye splice look
complicated on paper but once
you pick up the basic principle
they are easy, and tlfey can
often save the day.
For -use around docks, learn
the claire hitch, the similar
cow hitch; arid the cleat hitch.
The latter has a quick-untie














If you want to attend but .
don't know where to get
ticket you may contact any of
the places listed below.
If siou are out buying
sporting goods you can get a
ticket at Uncle Lee's Sporting
Goods, Big Macs Sporting
Goods, or Uncle Jeff's
SrPOrting Cöod Department.
If you are out near the
university see Jim Greer,
James T. Thompson, or Frank
Kodman. Other Ducks
Unlimited supporters that
have tickets are Don Cherry at
Big Johns, Dan Shipley at
Murray Insurance, Bruce
Walker at Bruces Top Shop,
Gene Starks at Starks Con-
crete in Almo, Carlos Black,
Jr. at Blacks Decorating
Center, Junior Pitman or
Sonny Hooks at Hooks Wheel
Alignment, Tom Rushing at
the Bank of Murray and
Bobby Grogan at Hopkinsville
Savings and Loan. Others you
m ight see are Buford
Anderson, Bill Swift, Gil
Mathis and I have some in my
old green Power Wagon if you
seeme around town.
'So please buy your tickets
now and come out to the
Jaycee Center November 16,-
1978 for a great meal, a chance
at sow great door prizes plus
a chance to win a new shotgun.
'1OTOPICSR
60, Bub al*Weiel .
ufPCuP.,
PICKLED FISIF —
ATTENDING Hit 1 win Lake ri Good Sam Club campout at Piney Campground in the
Land Between the Lakes on Oct. 15, 16, and 17 were, pictured, left to right front row,
Lori Rogers, Melissa Adams, Greg Rogers, Ronnie Colley, second row, Andy and Linda
Rogers, Estelle Shelton, Martha Butterworth, Opal and Rudolph Howard, T. G. Shelton,
back row, Bill and Norette Hill, Lloyirahd Faye Jacks, Charlie Adams, Fred Butterworth,
Gayle Adams, J. B. fierkeen, Ned and Beth Wilson, tarue and Dock Wallace, Sharon and
Jimmy Graham. Not pictured were Lisa Correll, Angel Adams, John and Joan Bowker,
Vernon and Annie Nance, Jo Eturkeen, Grover and Doris Burkett, Ginger Graham, B. C.
and Orpha Grogan, Hunter and Winnie Love, and Ashley Thurman. On Saturday
evening a chili supper was served to forty persons at the campsite of the wagon-
masters, Andy and Linda Rogers, with Charlie an4 Gayle Adams as assistant wagon-
masters. On Sunday morning devotional services were conducted by Andy Rogers
with group singing led by Rudolph Howard. The club will hold its next regular cam-
pout on the weekend of Nov. 17, 18, and 19.
Jerry Maapiit
Fishing UN
I am sure some of you have
heard by now the results of the
Steak and Beans Tournament
last weekend. The beans team
finally won a steak, thank
goodness. We had to fish hard
because they are a tough
group of bassing men that
take winning seriously.
Get -a break from the stove .
and surprise the anglers in yOUr _
family with a treat of delicious .
home-made pickled fish.
Any variety of fish can be
pickled, including game fish
caught, in freshwater lakes and
streams.
Almost all the flavor pickled
fish have is taken from the
spices and salt used to prepare
them.
An easy-to-fix recipe tested
by Mercury outboards'
,outdoor recreation department
can be used by anyone to make
pickled fish.
All the ingredients are avail-
able at grocery stores except for
the fish.- You'll have to supply
them.
,Cleau and scale the fish,
leaven_g the skinAttadiert 
- - Soak fish-ire-unsalted water -
for .24 hours fin a refrigeratorT,
then drain and wipe off excets
water.
Cut fish into bite-sized
chunks and remove all bones.
Layer fish in a crock or
wooden bowl using thin slices
of onion, lemon and a light
covering of pickling salt
between each layer.
For each five pounds of fish.
add 1/4-cup of mixed pickling
.spices such as those used to
make cucumber pickles.
Cover the fish with vinegar,
- put a lid on the crock and set in
the refrigerator.
The-fish should be pickled at
the end of 14 days, although the
longer they stay in the solution,
the more flavor they have.
Always keep pickled fish
refrigerated.
•
This would provide a good
report for fall fishing tactics
also.
Many bass were taken on
-top_ buzzing baits -that--were_
cast  repeatedly over all types
of submerged structure If you
are using one of these -baits
and not catching bass,_ bend
the blade slightly to change
the pitch or sound, and see
what happens.
Keep working with it until
you get the pitch that works.
The bass pulled one of their
lockjaw tricks but some of the
guys found a way to beat them
at their own game.
They fished fast sinking
minnow ,lures along the edges
of gravel bars and ledges that
had seven to ten feet of water.
The bass were moving in and
out of this type of water so
patience was the name of
game after the fish were
found.
W.11\ A S HOOKS
JPIIRmosefest-
HOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories
and
Hooks Wheel Alignment
Specializing in servicing tires E. 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
410 N. 4th In The Jackson Purchase 753-4779
 4111111111MINMIPM.1111Mb
Sportsmen:
Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping And Hunting E.q,uipment
Hunting & Fishing Licenses
Many huge white bass were
caught from the same areas
as the largemouths and
Kentuckies.
I think a person could fill a
livewell with stripes if he
wanted to.
The crappie have begun to
move into the more shallow
creeks and along the drop offs
that serve as migration
routes.
Use minnows for best
results but try white leisit head
figs if you--like to cast for
crappie.
—A lot of the sunken brush
piles will-paymff-new just like
they did last spring.
The sauger are making a
move to the deeper water so if
you want a good catch of them
you better hurry.
One should be able to take a
limit by trolling deep running
lures along the same ledges
which produced this spring.
I want to try several places
before winter sets in so maybe
mother nature and Judy will
be understanding and go easy
on me.
Waterfowl seasons are
approaching so try to be
aware of hunters on the
islands and bars trying to hunt
Avhile we are fishing the
stumps and brush there.
Be fair and I believe you will
be treated fairly in return. If
not, then exercise your right
for a day in court before a
judge for settlement.
Happy Fishing!
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PAGE 11‘ THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES, Saturday, November I, Ma
ictory Over Todd County Closes,Season At 4-5
Early TDs Propel Tigers To 35-14 Pasting
Thomas Kendall prepares to take a pitchout from quarterback Rich Rollins during last night's 2514 romp over Todd County. Ken•
doll scored once and rushed for a game-high 132 yards.
Murray High cheerleader
night's victory over Todd
season. Brown is the
Brown follows a play. during lost
that closes tl.e Tiger Football







November 8, 1978 12:30 P.M.
The Get and Service Of The
Following Great Sires
Will Be Featured:
EBG Victor 283 111H
CMR Perfect Victor 31





ERG Victor 4017 113H




(30 COWS with calves)
•
Free lunch served at 11:00 A.M.
•
W. Keith Duncan, Owner Paul Manket, Mgr.
limeibert Stillman, Owner ,
- 411111684Gasii111..Kautackii..—.
r
Staff Photos by Kevin Penick
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
ELKTON, Ky. - Fans of an
0-10 football team are of the
die-hard sort anyway, but
these- 01i-squad they KNOW is
3001i to be 0-11 are downright
loyal
The sparse crowd at Todd
County Central stadium
finally had something to cheer
about with four minutes left in
the fourth-quarter, butir-waa
far too late as Murray High
closed its season slaith a 35-14
blasting uf the Rebels Friday
night.
The Tigers raced to a 28-0
halftime lead, and the game
was over, really, before the
second half even began.
Murray scored three touch-
downs in the second period,
sending Todd Central well on
its way to a final defeat and
winless season.
The victory ended Murray's
season at 4-5 and gave the
Tigers their second district
win. They finished in fourth
place with a 2-3 mark, back of
Mayfield, Heath and Caldwell.
Bo Reed found a gaping hole
with only 1:25 left in the first
quarter, rambling 20 yards for
the game's first touchdown.
The run was only Reed's
second carry, who sat out
almost 10 of the contest's first
12 minutes. Murray coach
John Hina declined to disclose
the reason for Reed's ben-
ching.
The running of Thomas
Lexington Henry Clay Falls
From Ranks Of 4-A Unbeaten
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
And then there were none.
Lexington Henry Clay,
topranked and previously the
only unbeaten team in State
-A.AAA, has fallen by the
wayside by losing the most
critical game of its season. In
dropping a 14-13 heartbreaker
to fifth-ranked Lexington
Lafayette, 7-2, the Blue Devils
not only lost for the first time
in 10 games but also blew a
spot in the playoffs.
Because Lexington's four
high schools are separated
into two districts, it matters
not what transpires in the first
nine games of the season.
What matters, indeed, is the
fine game; arid Lafayette
made the most of its chance.
. Trailing 13-0, Lafayette
rallied to win the showdown on
a pair of Kennie Menniefield
touchdown passes and two
conversion kicks, by Dan -
Bishop. . •
The Henry Clay loss means
that the top three teams in last
'Week's State AAAA poll will be
on the sidelines when playoff
competition begins Friday. In
fact, half of the 20 teams in the
four state polls have been
sidelined. Such novel hap-
penings are avoided in Jef-
ferson County AAAA, where
district- runnersup still make
the playoffs.
Two other previously un-
beaten teams saw perfect
seasons and playoff in-
vitations go by the boards on
the last weekend of the
regular season.
No. 2 Corbin of State AA lost
its first game in 10 starts, a 19-
15 setback to a Middlesboro
team that had lost four games.





In State A, second-ranked
Fitton City, now 8-1, saw its
flawless record crumble-
under the onslaught of a 41-0
beating at the hands of Fort
Campbell. The win earns Fort
Campbell a playoff bid.
Three other ranked teams 
thosewere beaten, but none of 
games had bearings on the
Playoffs-
No. 2 St. Xavier of Jefferson
County AAAA was a 14-13
victim of No. 3 Bishop David
Both teams had already
secured postseason bids.
No. 2 Bowling Green,
eliminated from the .playoffs
by a 29-28 !OHS 10 •No. 4
Christian County-early in the
season, amded its season on a
sour note With a 17-14 loss to
Warner Cent'ra): It was
Bowling Greta!! first loss to a
team otheil. than Christian
County in three years.
No. 3 Greenup County,
knocked out of the playoffs by
a 16-14 setback to Boyd County
two weeks ago, was bombed
41-0 by Huntington, W.Va.
East.
In other games, top-ranked
Mayfield of State AA ran its
record to 10-0 with a 35-6
pounding of Paducah Tilgh-
man and No. 1 Paintsville of
State A completed a 9-0 season
with a 69-20 rout of Phelps.
No. 1 Breathitt County of
State- AAA ended an 11-0
season last week.
No,4.Sornerset of State AA
won a playoff showdown by
bounciig Russell County 39-7
as Torn Venable accounted for
three touchdowns, and No. 4
Tompkinsville of State A got a
playoff bid with a 47-7 rout of
Caverna, eliminating No. 5
Hancock. County, which
downed Russellville 24-14.
No. 4 Meade County of State
AAA finished on a winning
note with a 44-0 rout of
Breckinridge, but Shelby
County won the playoff spot
with a 15-9 clout* overtime
squealrer over Grayson
,Count'. -
Erlanger Lloyd's 27-0 win
over Covington Catholic was
enough to knock a Pair of State
AAA powers, No. 3 Fort
Thomas Highlands and No. 5
Newport Catholic, out of the
playoffs. Highlands, last
year's Class AAA champion,
closedits year with a 14-7 win
over Campbell County while
Newport Catholic outscored
Clark County 36-22.
Heath, ranked third in State
AA but unlucky enough to be
in the same district with
Mayfield, completed a 9-1
season with a 41-0 pummeling
of Ballard Memorial.
The only playoff spot yet to
be decided is in Jefferson
County, where DeSales and
Stuart have yet to decide the
order of finish in the Second
District. 1-3eSiires, currently in
second place, tackles top-
yanked Trinity while Stuart
meets Central. A Stuart win
would clinch the district title
and send DeSales into the
playoffs against Bishop
David.
In other showdowns for
playoff spots, it was Boone
County 22, Simon Kenton 0;
Franklin County 25, Laurel
County 3; Franklin-Simpson
35, Barren County 12;
Woodford County 14, Mon-
tgomery County 7; and
Marion County 30, North
Hardin 7.
Beechwood earned a playoff
-spotivitha3t-0 WIn oteturrInt
School, thanks to Bellevue's
18-0 win' over Dayton•
In other games involving
ranked teams:
—Jefferson County AAAA:
No.4 Ballard got by Westport
14-7 and No. 5 Fern Creek
blanked Manual 8-0 to earn a





-State AAA: No. 2 Russell
blasted Portsmouth, Ohio, 28-
6:
-State AA: No. 5 Glasgow
needed three overtimes to nip
Bullitt Central 13-10.
-State A: No. 3 Richmond





PORTLAND, Maine (AP) -
At the end, Sugar Ray




champion from Baltimore had
won his 16th professional fight
thout a defeat a
unanimous decision over-
Bernardo "Iron Jaw" Prada
of Colombia in a 10-round
welterweight fight.
The Friday night bout was
attended by 6,200 at the
Cumberland County Civic
Center - a record for a Maine
boxing match - and witched
by an estimated seven million
more on cable TV.
Showing the styli' that won
him the Olympic title,
Leonard constantly set up
Praaa with left jabs and then
came across with right hooks
and blows to Prada's kidneys
and midsection.
Only in the fourth round did
Sugar Ray, who weighed in at
146 pounds, appear in
momentary difficulty. Prada
staggered him with a right in
the corner and Leonard
clutched the ropes but quickly
recovered.
In the sixth round, Prada
grimaced in pain from an
apparent unintentioaal low
blow to his thigh.
He took several minutes to
recover, doing deep knee
bends, while Leonard waited
Impassively in a neutral
corner. Then Prada signaled
he was all right and the bout
regained
Late in the fight, Prada had
developed a welt under his left
irt- the- Inth roun d
Leonard gave him a nick over
his right eye. .
Kendall more than made up
for Reed's absence. Kendall
carried 22 times for 132 yards,
by far his season high, and
scored the second Murray
touchdown withfive mintitei
gone in the second period.
The first of several stellar
defensive plays by the Tigers
followed Kendall's three-yard
score.
Todd's Chris Ward at-
tempted to punt on fourth and
six efts 39-yard line a minute
later, but the trio of Kevin
Vaughn, Jeff Chadwick and
Craig Johnson smothered the
kick and put Murray on the
Rebel 7.
Three plays later, quar-
terback Rich Rollins went in
from the one-foqt line to up the
Murray lead to 21-0. Nick
Hibbard booted the third of
five straight Tiger extra
points.
On the Rebels' next
possession, the Murray
defense again he01, and again
Ward backpedaled to punt.
The snap arrived at roughly
the same moment as a host of
Tiger defenders, and he had
no choice but to attempt to
run. The luckless junior was
dropped at his 25,-and Murray
took over in excellent field
position.
The 28-0 halftime lead came
via a subsequent 21:yard
touchdown pass-play from
Rollins to Robin Roberts.
Kenny Davis booted the point-
after.
The third quarter was a
showcase in the theory of
controlling the football. The
Todd Central offensive unit
had the ball for exactly two
plays, and each t1m turned it
over to Murray. :-
David West fumbled after a
short gain on the Rebels' first
possession of the period, and
Hibbard recovered for the
Tigers.
With six minutes left in the
quarter, quarterback Dan
Calvin's pass attempt was
picked off by Aibro Ball.
Murray kept the ball the rest
of the period.
Despite their domination,
the Tigers failed to score in
thethird quarter, but barely.
Following a 13•play stretch
that domed the period, Nick
Swift scored on the first piay
of the fourth quarter, capping
the Murray scoring and
making it 35-0.
The Tigers intercepted two
more pesser-, by-Reed-with--
eight minutes left and by
Mark Barber with six left -
but Murray turned the ball
right back over on both oc-
casions.
Sophomore quarterback
Greg Morton completed his
first pass for six yards to Bill
Milton, but his second was
picked off following the Reed
theft.
Bill Shelton, another Tiger
sophomore sig,nel-caller, had
trouble handling the snap, and




Alfreda L. Barnes, 28, the
sister of basketball star
Marvin Barnes has been or-
dered to appear in court in one
month for sentencing.
She was found guilty Friday
in U.S. District Court of
violating her probation.
Judge Francis J. Boyle
ruled that Miss Barnes had
associated with a known
criminal, accused bank
robber and state Prison in-
mate Tyrone Powell.
Boyle also said she had
failed to notify heLprobation
officer that she had moved
and that she had taken
morphine. Miss Barnes
received a one-year-
' suspended sentence and two
years' probation a year. ago
for possession of a $40 welfare
check that had been stolen
from the mail.
that followed Barber's in-
terception.
Todd County finally got on
the scoreboard .-twice, in
fact - with less four minutes
te. A nine-yard pass play
gave it one touchdown, and a
44-yard scream pass provided
the Rebels another for the
final score.
"We told the seniors that we
wanted a game that we could
chew over the Months until
next season, sort of -something
to build on," said Hine. "This
gave us a chance to play a lot
of kids. Everyone in a uniform
was in the game."
Reed finished behind
Kendall with 97 rushing on just
12 carries. Roberts caught










Kick ret•yds 2-$$ 5-75
Penalties- yds 11.8 
Fumbles-lost 44 3-1
Mem, ladvldrel
Rushing - Thema Rowdall, 22-132; to
Reed, 12-97; Nick Swift, 2-4; Tise
Foster, 3-6; an. Hibbard, 5-3; Eddie
Requart, 1-2; Albert Boil, 1.2; Greg
Morton, I. -3; Ridt lank 4- -1-
Pessieg - Risk Rollins, 6-11-0 (117);
Grog Mertes, 1.2-1 (6); Ii Settee.
Receiving - Robin Roberts, 3-52;
Terry Smith, 1-20; to Reed, 14; Kibbe
Rower* 14; 10 Milton, 14.
Pent* - fleshes Kendall, 241-
30.5.
Kick ritturns-yords - rim Foster, 1-
34; Kendall, 1-24.
Interceptions-yards - Albert Ball, 1-
7: Bo Reed, 14; Mork Barber, 1-4.
Now they scored
MUR Bo Reed, 20 non; Nick Nib
bard, kick; 1:25, 1st.
MUR Thomas Kendall, 3 run; Nib-
bard, kick; 7:23, 2nd.
MUR - Rid Rollins, 1 run; Hibbard,
kick; 2:37, 2nd.
_ AlUlt — Relis itoloorts, 21 pass from
Hans; Kenny Davis, kick; :52, 2nd.
MUR *- Nick Swift, 1 run;
kick; 11:59, 415.
TOO - Randy Creasy, 9 pus frem
Den (*Ivies; Colvin, kick; 4:04,-4th.
TOD - Victor lethiell, 44 pass from
Den Colvin; Calvin, kick; 2:16, ftb-
find George getting ready for a dinner
date with Martha. He is cooking an oven pot
roast for her. After turning up the heating
thermostat so his apartment will be cozy for
Martha, George grabs a shirt from the dryer.
Meanwhile, across town, Martha has just
washed a load of clothes and is taking a
long, hot soak in'the tub. Through it all the
electric meter turns, keeping 'track of the
kilowatthours 'Used by George, Martha.
And you..




































































































to play a lot




























- Tim Foster, 1-
- Alheitt Ball, 1-
Barber, 1-4.
cored
10 nen; Ski Sib
adoll, 3 non; Ma-
I, 1 run; Hatitord,
ets, 21 pass from
deli; :$2, 2ad.
, 1 roe;
my, 9 pass from
k;
ell, 44 pass free
*; 2:16, 4th.
Kenny Davis boots an extra point as Rich Rollins holds during Friday's 35-14 romp over Todd Cen
tral in Elkton, Ky. Murray High kickers were successful on all five of their point-after attempts.
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — His
birth date — that eternal
enemy of every athlete —
apparently has caught up with
Luis Tiant, the veteran pitcher
who defied his age for more
years than he will admit.
Tiant was among the 42
- players in baseball's re-entry
draft and waiind up on the
sidelines — one of 14 players
selected by one or fewer clubs
and therefore totally free to
negotiate with any of the 26
teams.
Tiant was 13-8 for Boston
4ast season with a 3.31 earned
run average, figures Mat
ordinarily would be con-
-sidered , respectibTe7 The
problem, however, is the
pitcher's age. There will be 38
candles on the cake when
Tiant celebrates his birthday
Nov. 23. And there are some
people who'll tell you there
ought to be a few more than
that.
So, when the free agent
talent was divided up Friday,
Tiant was all but ignored. The
New York Yankees put in the
lone claim on his negotiating
rights and because only one
team expressed any interest
in him, the pitcher was
declared a free agent,
available to all 26 clubs.
Since there was little in-
terest in him in the draft, it's
unlikely that the clubs will
beat down Tiant's door or that
of his agent, Paul George. The
answer for him may be to stay
put in Boston, where the
stocky right-hander has been
a key part of the pitching staff
since 1972. But if that happens,
it will be on the Red Sox'
terms.
"Luis and Mr. George are
goinii_to have to be realistic,"
said Haywood Sullivan,
executive vice president of the
Red Sox. "They'll have to take
a long lo at the situation. We
will be fair to them but they
have to be fair to the team, as
well."
That probably means that
'the Red Sox would be willing
to grant Tiant a one-year
contract but would balk at
anything longer than that. The
Your IndMduaL -
Horoscope
 Frances Drake 
FOR SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 1978
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES ,
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)eralt
Don't be taken in by a casual
-acquaintance who promises
the world but can't deliver.
Old friends are the best
friends, as you'll discover.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) d
A romantic setback has you
'down in the dumps. Don't
spend all your time brooding.
An interested relative could
suggest a solution to your
problem.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21)
Be sure you get out for a




(June 22 to July 23) e tic)
Don't get so wrapped up in
your own world that you have
no time to listen to the
problems of a close friend who
needs advice and guidance.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) a
Love makes your world go
round and all because you
show someone special how
much they mean. Putting it in
words makes all the dif-
ference.
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) ff9%.
VIRGO
Your well-meaning advice
will go unheeded. Keep your
temper under control and try
not to be aggravated by
stupidity.
LIBRA
(Sept 24 to Oct. 23, tovn
to further communication.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) niretc•
God's in his heaven and all
is right with your world today.
Your mood is marvelous, and
should remain so all week.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) e
A friendship may be broken
over money, leaving you down
and disillusioned. Someone
you trust will cheer you up.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vkik
Sometimes you're careless
when it comes to financial
matters. A good day to check
out the bookkeeping and see
just where you stand in the
dollars and cents column.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 111"mr"flL
Your opinion of an In-law
may be right on target, but
best keep it to yourself.
Vocalizing could only stir up
family problems.
PISCES 
)(e:(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) •
You'll need all your tact and
diplomacy to get through a
difficult encounter today, but
there's a bonus: You'll enjoy
the challenge.
YOU BORN TODAY have
an intellectual tent that
sometimes sets you apart
from others, yet your natural
enthusiasm wins you many
friends. You have a definite
flair for the theater but could
do well in public life or in the
executive suite. You enjoy art
and music and will always




you may have to live with of: Eugeria'Etebs, tabor
results that make you leader; Art Garfunkel, singer*,
=happy. Leave the way open-- -TM= CEISL44,4 aCtIVIL
club is maintaining a similiar
position on two other selec-
tions, pitcher Steve Renko and
designated hitter Rico Carty.
Renko . was 6-12 with a 4.29
ERA for Oakland while Carty
hit 31 homers and drove in 99
runs last season for Toronto
and Oakland. But Renko will
be 34 in December and Carty
is- 39.
"I don't want to be locked
into a five-year contract with
guys that age," said Sullivan.
Carty also can shop with
Oakland, Pittsburgh and the
New York Yankees while the
only „ other club to choose
Renko were the New York
Mets, who opened the draft by
selecting_ _36-year-old Pete
Rose.
Five players, pitchers Larry
Gura, Tommy John, Elias
Sosa and Jim Slaton, and
infielderoutfielder Lee Lacy,
were picked by the maximum
13 clubs in the draft, which
was populated by a host of
senior aitizens. .
Cleveland President Gabe
Paid reportedly had criticized
the quality of players
available this year, saying,
"Basically, there is a bunch of
(garbage) out there."
 -Mamie- Miller, executive
of the Major League-
Players Association, reacted
angrily to Paul's remarks.
"I don't know if he was
quoted accurately," said
Miller, "but if 1* was, 1 think
he should be chastised in
every way., I think that's
disgraceful."
But age and the likely
demand for long-term con-
tracts did deter some teams.
Rose, for example, easily the
best performer available, was
drafted by only 12 teams, one
less than the number that
could have chosen him. And
veterans like Jim Colborn,
Cito Gaston, Willie Horton,
Bob Bailey and Al Fitzmorris
among others were passed
over completely.
Rose's statistics, including
3,164 career hits and a modem
National League record 44-
game hitting streak last
season, demanded attention,
despite his age.
"We believe this.. draft is
super for Pete," said Reuven
Katz, Rose's representative.
"Many of the teams he in-
dicated he would sign with
selected him."
Besides the Mets, Rose was
picked by Atlifhta, San Diego,
Texas, Philadelphia, Kansas
City, Pittsburgh, the Yankees,
St. Louis, California, Los
Angeles and Cleveland.
Cincinnati also exercised its
option to retain negotiating
rights wan Rose.
The Dodgers, however,
rejected their chance to stay
in the chase for their free
agents including John, who
was 17-10 with the National
League champions.
Al Campania, the club's vice
president for player per-
sonnel, explained the Los
Angeles club's position.
"We don't want anyone who
doesn't want us," he said.
"They chase to leave. They
ma k he. in_for...a.surprisa..when_
they find the pot of gold may
not he what they thought it
was in the *toe agent market."
major National Football
League clash of teams pur-
suing division leaders.
The Dolphins and Cowboys
go Into their match with 6-3
records, one game behind in
their races. Miami will be
watching the progress of the
New England Patriots, whose
7-2 mark gives them first
place in the American Con-





are 7-2 and leading the
National Conference East. But
the Cowboys will have to wait
until Monday night to watch
the progress of the Skins who
play at Baltimore in the final
game of the NFL's 10th
weekend of action. t).
The Dallas-Miami game
between the two second-place
clubs highlights the schedule
which includes Cincinnati at
San Diego, Cleveland at
Houston, the New York Jets at
Denver, Oakland at Kansas
City, Detroit at Minnesota,
Green Bay at Philadelphia,
the New York Giants at St.
Louis, San Francisco at
Atlanta, Tampa Bay at Los
Angeles, New Orleans at





coaches. — Don Shula of
Miami and Tom Landry of
Dallas. In 16 NFL seasons,
nine with the Dolphins, Shale
has a 170-60-5 record. Landry,
the only coach in the history of
the Cowboy franchise, has a
168-107-6 record in 19 years. In
head-to-head confrontations,
Shula holds a 3-2 edge over
Landry. LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Caroline . Treviranus,Miami sends a rejuvenated •
quarterback
seriously hurt in the World 3-offense against the Cowboys
Day Event Championships,with Bob Griesereturning to funtime action so plans to go home from the
hospital next Wednesday andlast week's 26-8 victory over
get back on a horse by the endBaltimore. Griese completed
of the week.
The 24-year-old rider was in
a coma for 11 days after she
and her horse, Comic Relief,
fell during the stadium
jumping competition on the
final day of the championships
here.
She lay unconscious with aBy The Associated Press
TURKU, Finland (AP) — brain bruise in the University
off Kentucky Medical Center"If I look at the flag I can do
it," said 21-year-old Michael from Sept. 17 to Sept. 28, and
Bridges before his last try in- was moved to Cardinal- Hill




Bridges, 5-foot-3 and 148
pounds, the newest U.S. Itar -
on the international
powerlifting scene, took a long
look at the Stars and Stripes,
turned around, grabbed the
weight of 584 pounds and up it
went for a new world record in
total competition.
But „Mike Bridges, _the
carpenter from Peoria,
had aimed for more. He bad
wanted to make history. .
"I was attempting to win but
I also wanted to be the first--
man in the world to lift 11
times the body weighl," he
said.
Unfortunately, in this lift
Bridges severely injured the
muscles on the left side of his
chest•
championships. rehabilitation.
Although she is not fully
..rearovered, she can dress,
walk, eat, read, speak, and lift
her arms above her head. She
wants- to ride a pony next
week.
Hospital staff members say
her recovery is miraculous.
"If you'd seen her a month
ago, you wouldn't believe it,"
said Robert Silvanik, the
hospital's executive director.
Miss Treviranus, fifth in the
standings before the stadium
lumping vampetition, waa.one




She remembers nothing of
her fall during the stadium
round or her brilliant
By The Associated press 14 of 21 passes for 190 kards
Excuse the Miami Dolphins and two touchdowns in that
if they keep one eye on the game.
scoreboard and the other on Dallas suffered a pair ot
the Dallas Cowboys when the early turnovers that led to
_collide sandoof _in,41_,_Minnesota touchdowns-at
Vikings scored a 21-10 victory
in a rare Thursday night
game. That schedule afforded
the Cowboys three extra days
of preparation for the
Dolphins' game.
Minnesota, meanwhile,
starts a three-game home
stand, hoping to make up
some ground in the NFC
Central. The Vikings go into
their game against Detroit
two games back of first place
Green Bay.
The Packers scored a
lastminute victory over
Tampa Bay and no ye on
to Philadelphia, wirere the
Eagles became the first team
this season to lose to St. Louis.
The Cardinals and Cin-
cinnati both scored their
initial victories of the season
last week, with the Bengals
upsetting Houston.
Besides the one-game leads
which New England- ant
Washington hold in their
races, Denver, at 6-3, is one
game ahead 5-4 of Oakland in
the AFC West.
Los Angeles, which has lost
two straight after winning its
first seven contests, holds a
two-game bulge on Atlanta
and New Orleans, both 5-4, in
the NFC West while Pitt-
sburgh, with the NFL's best
record at 8v1, is three games
up on a pair of 5-4 clubs,
Houston and Cleveland, in the
AFC Central.
Murray High's Dave Lotto lunges for Todd County ballcarrier David Colvin in Friday night's 35-14 ,
Tiger victory. Murray closed its season with a 4-5 record.
Caroline.Treviranus Recovering From Spill
World 3•Day Cup Rider To Go Horne Soon
crosscouritry ride, or even
coming to Lexington.
"It's not that I'm really glad
I don't resnember„or_that I
don't want to," she said. "All I
remember is from the pic-
tures I've seen."
Her mother and stepfather,
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander
MacK-ay7Smith, have shown
her pictures, and Kentucky
Educational Television let the
family see a video tape of the
cross-country and final
stadium jumping phase.
She said she saw movies of
herself riding up one of the
most treacherous jumps, Fort
Lexington, and going through
-the water.-
"Thathorse was so fantastic
— it's too bad, it would be nice
to remember," she said. "I
saw a picture of me after the
cross country...boy, I was
really smiling."
The brain bruise blocked out
more than recent memories.
She cannot remember her
home at Woodley, a farm in
Berryville, Va., although she
has lived there five years. A
summer romance has also
faded. "All I remember is that
Players Dem6ted
ST. LOUIS (AP) — The St..
Louis Blues have demoted
defensemen Dick Lamby and
Jamie Masters to the National
Hockey League team's af-
filiate at Salt Lake City in the
Central Hockey League.
641 South, Murray, Ky.
"The Family Church"
Welcomes You To Be Our Special Guest
For Our
I was crazy about him," she
said.
But memories are slowly
coming back She surprised
herself during an interview by
remembering Comic Relief's
only refusal during the cross
country course.
This is not Miss
Treviranus's first injury on
horseback, although it is the
most serious. But she's not
giving up. '
"By the end of the week I
should be walking a pony,"
she said. "Maybe I'll have to
walk for a month. I'm not
going right out and gallop and
jump. It's not that I couldn't
ride my balance._
"rm not scaed about riding




Singing Sunday 2:00 p.m.
Plus many other special songs from Calvary
Temple's own groups. Don't miss this exciting
day.
11:00 A.M.
Pastor Harris will share a special
message Sunday morning that could
mean a new beginning for you. A
revelation of God's will for ygur life






wasn't a tremendously dif-
ficult fence - it was just one of
those things that happen."
MISS YOUR PAPER!
Subsctibers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray le#ger
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday-
Friday or by 3:30 p.m. on Sayer:
days are urged to cat 733-1916
between 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
Monday-iriday, or 3:30 p.m.
end 4 p.m. Saturdays, to Mime
delivery of the newspaper. Co&
must be pieced by 6 p.w.
weekdays or 4 p.m. Saturdays
Ii pereatoe &livery.
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• Sad* . . . . 159-4141
timpiehessive
tare  153-4622
Pisa tenni .  153-75U
























We, now have the
Love Studio negatives.
If you had pictures
rade at Love's during
the past 25 years, we






W e (up:, and restore QM
441ov:wraiths










GOD LOVES AND1NANTS to
help you. Call Bible Facts,
759-4600. 
HOME AWAY FROM
HOME. For elderly person in
State Approved Licensed










$360 NET PER WK.
PART-TIME
Our latest program in au
tomatic merchanbising
features the new pop-top
hot foods All are nation
ally-known brands such as
Heinz, Campbell's Hormel
Chef Boy-Ar-Dee etc All
accounts are secured by
us in crff ice buil-v*41-gs
schools, industrial plants
and hospitals in your area
We need reliable people in
your area to service these
accounts We provide se





parts and service. You
provide, 8-10 hours your
choice weekly. serviceable
automobile, be ready to









Acre to _ one
Thousand. Will
give one third of














Sealed bids will be




Time on the 17 day of
NOVEMBER, 1978, at






TIES, ACF 641-1 (6), SP
18-3, SP 79-153: The
Murray-Benton (US
641) Road from ap-
proximately 1.5 miles
south of KY 464 ex-
tending northerly to
approximately 1.1 miles
south of SUL of Benton,




. The Bureau of High-
Ways hereby notifies all
bidders that it will af-
firmatively insure that
in any contract entered
into pursuant to this
'advertisement,
minority business en-
-terprises will be af-
forded full opportunity
to submit bids in
response to this in-
vitation, and will not be
discriminated against
on the ground of race,
color or national origin
in consideration for an
award.
Bid Proposals for all
projects will be
available until 9:00 A.M.
EASTERN STANDARD
TIME, FRIDAY,
NOVEMBER 17, 1978, at











BID PROPOSALS ARE 
-ISSUED ONLY ---TO-I-
PREQU A L1F IED
CONTRACTORS.
Specimen Proposals
for all projects will be
available to all in-
terested parties at a
cost of 02 each (NON
REFUNDABLE).
Specimen Proposals








C11711 tinned reiewe Syndicate
I DUNN°. IT'S UP TO YOU... DO
I COULD YOU WANT TO BE
--GOSEE - 5CMEf3ODY OR JUST




































Let's face it, everyone
• has one weekend a month
where nothing much seems
to happen. Give that week-
"end to the Naval Reserve
and we'll make it worth
working for.
First off, we'll pay you
very well for it. A monthly
paycheck could help buy a
second car for the family or
last help build you a better
nest "SgeCondly, If you left
the Navy with a critical rat-
ing, we'll try to get you back
and working if, that same
month for t a $20,000 policy
There are other bane-
_ Low cost life insur-
for less than $4 00 it
Exchange privileges. And
even retirement benefits.
In return we ask you to
work one weekend a Month
plus two weeks during the
year on active duty for train-'
lag_ For more infOrmatIon,










S. LOST a FOUND 
AMERICAN HUSK I dog lost
Name is Beriii. Call 7531489
or 753-6728. 
LOST MALE Grey pointed
Siamease cat answers to the
name of Tooey. Lost around
14th and Poplar. Call 753.1328
between It am ands pm. 
SIAMISE CAT. Last seen
Oct. 18th, near Shady Oakes
Trailer Ct. Spayed,
message at 753-3213
6. HELP WANTED 
DEPENDABLE LADY to
live in and care for lady
invalid. Time off, salary,
room and board. 759-1661.
NELP
• • WAFTED
Male to work at
General Silica Produc-
ts, Industrial Road,
Murray. Ky. Will be
bagging sand, and
general labor. Contact
John Hill or Donnie
Hudson at 753-7196 bet-
ween 7 and 5. •
HOUSE KEEPER President
home, permanent, full time.
Salary $2.78 per hour. Must
be an excellent cook, for
regular and special
preperations or preformance
of tasks related to special
entertaining. General house
keeping required. Kitchen
clean up required. Will in
vetve irregular or late
working hours Apply- et-the
office of Personnel Service,' -
MSU.
[Full time and parttime, day and night,male and female.Must be 18 years old.Apply in person only.No phone calls.
411111ile
T REG
KILL FLOOR MAN. Must
have some experience. Apply'
in person, Paris Meat
Processing, Old Murray Rd.,
Paris, Tenn. 38242. 
NEW BUSINESS. _HickoryHt *pit Bar B-Que. Now
taking applications_ _daily 8.5
pm, plan to open shortly.
Nee g part time day-and night
help. Two all night part time
cooks, 11.7 am. Good pay,
located at old Thoroughbred
Restraunt. 
NEED RESPONSIBLE
person se-sit in 'my home










babysit 2 small children.
Must furnish references. 436-
2271 or 753-8874. 
STUFFERS AND MAILERS









man. .Must be able to





r rl I I
7534150
WANTED FIELD MAN for
Cabinet Shop. Apply 1203
Story Ave. 
9 SITUATIONS WANTED 
HOUSE •KEErING work
wanted in town. Referneces
available. Cal 753.3699. 
10. BUS. OPPORTUNITY
OWN YOUR OWN Business!
Area distributor for Hand
McNally Maps. No selling
Service company established
accounts. Investments $1,650
to $15,450 secured by in-
ventory and equipment.
Write, include name, ad-
dress, telephone and three
references To Personnel
Director, NAMCO 2121
Montevallo Rd. SW Bir-
mingham, Al. 35211 or call
toll free 1-800-633-4545. 
$300 PER WEEK
PART TIME
We ere • nation&
Publicly held corn
Pliny seeking distri•
butonl in VO' area.
Out Program feet










$3,525. Call now toll
free. Phones ere




Ws ars sew w,4l, Weirraista
se sable Ismer, leak 3 Al-
loyed aneeeities. ter best
noes tweed 1111111aa5 Ia.
sweets and Noel Weis, 51/2
lith 753-3263
14. WANT TO BUY 
AN OLDER FORD, Chevy or
_Likeve---Giedee-iren--bectr-Catt- SAIr
8606 or 753-9997. 
''' FOR 1967 Chevrolet
pickup. Must be in good
Condition. Call 436:2102. 
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE 
CORRELLE Expressions,
all patterns, 20 piece sets,
$39.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, TN. •
CHAIN SAW chains, 341 inch
pitch ter 16 Mch bar. $1025;
20 inch, $11.99 and 24 inch,'
$14.55. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, TN. 
CHIMNEY'S ALL Fuel, triple./
wall pipe 6" X 30", $17.68.
instulation kit, $2,6,95. Wallin
Hardware, Pacit, TN. 
Fj R E PLACA' I nclosures
with glass- doors and wire
mesh draw screens. All sizes
and finishes, $64.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, TN.
FIVE GOODYEAR RADIAL
tires, one brand new, other
four have 60 tread left, $125.
Call 753-8606 or Z53-9997. 
FOR SALE HARDLY USED
Panasonic turn table, due to





RING. Brand new. Best
otter. See at Owens Food
Market, Apt. No. 6. 
MOBILE HOME anchoring
equipment now available at
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN. 
REMINGTON ELECTRIC
Office typewriter, good
condition, $100. Call 753-0224
after 5:30 or weekends.
3 TRAILER AXLES, wheels
and tires, minimum weight,
5200 lbs per Axle. Trailer
tongue with jac* stand. One
floor model Sears drill press,
with 3w4 hp- motor. Calt 75 -
5913 after 4 pm.
16. HOME FURNISHINGS 
ANTIQUE LOVE SEAT.




lodge __& Son, Inc.
ns Se. 5th
WHITE 18 foot refrigerator
with ice maker. Call 753-3152. 
17. VACUUM CLEANERS 
ELECTROLUX Sales and
Service in Paducah call 1-
_44345469. In_Murray salt Tony
Montgomery 753-6760. 
19. FARM EQUIP. 
FARMER SPECIAL, stock,
prods by Shox Stock, model
E•24, $9.99, model HD-30,
$11.99, Sabre 8 model, $16.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN. 
FARMER SPECIAL, fence
. controls by Shoi Stock,
electric or battery op-
perated, $26.95, 39.99 and
49.99. -Wallin Hardware,
Paris, TN. 
1969 MODEL 656 Inter-
. natonal diesel tractor.. High
.clearance and wide front end
ditiottom 14" plows, IP.?
ft. wheel disc. All in good
condition. Will sell all for
$6500. Call 753-2913. 
20. SPORTS EQUIP. 
BROWNING 12 Guage, 2000





organs', used pianos. Lonardo
Piano Co., across from Post
Office, Paris, TN. 
23. EXTERMINATING 
NOW IS ONE OF THE hest
times to spray under and
around your home, bugs,
spiders, all kinds of insects
and pests are looking for a
place to hihernate-under
your home. It's warm, they
are out of the bad weather.
This makes a perfect home
for all kinds of insects. Do not
delay. Call today. Prevention
is far cheaper than repairs.
Kelly's Termite and Pest
Control. 100 S. 13th St. 753-
3914.
TIRED OF the every day
fob Open your own business
one Met is ready to %Wee,
_______ • -
with all stock and equipment.
and the buildings DONALD




tennis table and paddles. Call
753 2515 after 5 pm.
M. MISCELLANEOUS 
CUSTOM SLAUGHTERING
and processing. Meat aged to
suit your specifications. Cali
901-642-8201. 
FREEZER BEEF. Choice
grain fed aged beef Front
quarter 5.79 cents a pound,
whole or side $.89 cents a
pound. Hind quarter $.99
cents a pound hanging
weight. Food stamps ac-
-44-41---alse- de-eusfern
slaughtering. Paris Meat
Processing, 642 8201. One
mile north • of Paris on old
Murray road. , 
FURNITURE STRIPPING
& Refinishing. For sale, lots
of furniture, glass and,-
colectables. Open Sun. and .
evenings Joyces Antiques. 4.
miles S. of Farmington, Ky
on Rt. 564. Call 345-2366. ' 





Boats, campers, 520.-up. 10 X
22 Sheds, 10 cents sq. ft.•up.
7S3-7400. 
SHALLOW WELL PUMP.
Foot value piping and tank.
Like new, $120. Call 753-7413
after 3 pm. 
26; TV-RADIO 
CB RADIO, Ham equipt•
ment, Linters. Call 474-2748. 
COLOR TV'S! Want a new-
25" color tv at a bargain? We
have 3 with damaged
cabinets- • works perfect and
fully warranted. Clayton's
(formerly J 8. B Music). 753-
7575. 
SISSON'S ZENITH Now open
Friday nights till 9. Drive
and save at Sisson's Zenith
for the 1978 close out sale. 19
miles west of Murray on hwy
94. Phone 1-382-2174.
27. MOB. HOME SALES 
FOR SALE BY OWNER.
Mobile home, 1978 model,
never used, 14 X 70, all
electric, 2 baths and 3
bedrooms. Must be seen to be
appreciated. Call Bob Futrell
at 753-7668 days or 753-239.4
nights. 
FOR SALE, 12 X 60 2 BR,
extra nice. Call 489-2774. 
FOR SALE BY OWNER: 2
BR, mobile home, located SE
of Murray. Includes 90 X 730
ft. lot, central heat and air,
fireplace, paved driveway, 2
car garage, tool shed, patio
and much more. Must be
seen tb be appreciated,
$14,900. Call 753 0716. Shown
by appointment only. 
TRAILER FOR SALE: 1973,
12 X 70, 2 bedroom, 2 bath
trailer, $6500. Call 753-6189. 
12 X 60, MOBILE HOME. 2
bedroom,, all electric, new
carpet throughout, washer,
dryer, refrigerator, air
conditioner, $4900. Call 753 -
3143. 
10 X 50 CHAMPION mobile
home, excellent condition.
Call 436-2647 after 5 pm. 
10 X 48 2 BR, $2000 or best
offer. Call 753-2570 after 4
28. MOD HOME RENTS 
BR MOBILE HOME, 6
miles from Murray, 5125-plus
deposit. 436-2149 
MOBILE HOMES and
- mobile home spaces for rent
at Riveria Courts. Call 753-
3280. 
NICE 10 X 47, 2 BR, shaded
front lawn. Stella com-
munity. No pets. $80 $25
0105sit. Call 7594059. 
Iwo BR TRAILER at Shady
Oaks. 489-2533. 
10 X 40, ALL ELECTRIC
furnished, mobile home.
Deposit. Call 753-2748 after 5
pm. 
10 X 55,2 BR mobile home on
private lot. Call Ben Nix, 7S3-
3785 after 5pm. 









































































thews 4000 w., 4 stack, $34.99.'
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN. 
KING Automatic wood
heaters. $159.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, TN. 
TWO GAS HEATERS-S75
and $50. Two Shure
microphones, $75 each_with_ 
stands. Call 436-2411. 
32. APTS. FOR RENT 
FURNISHED APARTMENT
FOR Rent. Large kitchen,
living room, bedroom
combination, $100 plus
utilities. Locatecrat 304 N.
4th., upstairs. Ca11753-0367. 
34. HOUSES FOR RENT 
4 BR HOUSE Partially
furnished in quite area of
city. Call 753 7575. • 
6 ROOM HOUSE for rent,
$115 per month. Call 753 7074.
1. LEGAL NOTICE 1. LEGAL NOTICE
NOTICE TO BIDDERS
Sealed proposals will be received by the City of
Murray, Kentucky for the Murray Water
Sewer System at the City Hall until 5:00 p.m. -
November 16, 1978 for the following: • Con-
struction of one reverse flow constructed. un-
derremed gravel wall well, and furnishing of
necessary labor, equipment and pump ser-
viceing rig to pull deep well pump for necessary
repair and use in new well. Specifications are on
file at the office of Murray Water '& Sewer
System, 401 Olive Street Murray, Kentucky
42071.
A certified check of bidders bond of five percent
(5%) of the total amount ot. the bid shall ac-
company each bid as a guarantee that if the bid
is accepted, a contract will be immediately en-
tered into and the performance of-the work
properly secured. The successful bidder will be
required to execute a performance bond ac-
ceptable to the City of Murray in the amount of
one hundred per cent (100%) of the contract
price.
No proposal may be withdrawn for a period of
thirty 1301 days after the time and date set for
the opening of the bids.
All bids will be examined and contract will be
1.131411KUQUANININUAOLL0Lbast-W--TbsCIWoU--





















































































be seen to be
I Bob Futrell
, or 753.239.4
























































































YOUR KEY to Buy;Sell or Trade Anything
ARE Tm'  CLASSIFIEDS 
34. RERIT OR LEASE
GET SETTLED IN before
winter hits with this nice lot
tor-tea44ofn.ar Whites-
Camper Sales on 94 East, 3
miles from Murray, all
hookups, many trailers near









GILDING, 14 hands tall, very
gentle, $300. Call 753.0224
after 5:30 or weekends. 
31 PETS-SUPPLIES; 
A K C REGISTERED
Doberman pups. ehamplon
blood line. $100. Call 7534380
after 4:30. 
FOR SALE-3 Female Peek.
A-Poo puppies, $20. Call 435-
4294.
41. PUBLIC SALES
GARAGE SALE, 818 N. 20M.
Nov. 4th. 13" black and white
--tv.,-A6.4-.F4A -radio- -stereo -
console, boys coats and
clothes size 112, girls Clothes
size 12.14, Jr. size 3-1. Size 12
girls vinyl tong [Oat ef..
tops and sweaters, custom-
made draperies, quilting
frame, oak chair, plastic
tables, cast iron laundry
stove, old andirons, garden
tools, lawn mower, 6 ft.
artificial Christmas tree,
sled, glass ware, old and new
books. Boys . Schwinn
Stingray bike. girls Schwinn
Hollywood bike, Firecat




groom all breeds of small
and medium dogs. Located in
town for your convenience.
By appointment only. Call
759-4140, 9-5, Monday Friday.
Now scheduling for holiday
grooming. 
40. PRODUCE 
TURNIPS FOR SALE. Pete
Valentine. Call 901-642-4439. 
41. PUBLIC SALES 
GIGANTIC GARAGE SALE,
1304 Olive Blv. Sat. Nov. 4.
Grandmother clock, old,
clock, case and watches.
Radial arm saw and stand,
console stereo color tv,"
chests, desks, chairs,
refrigerator, organ stool,





machine and stand, desk
lamp, light fixtures, storage
cabinet, mirrows, picture
frames, lots of nice ladies
clothes, mens winter coats,
shoes, hand bags, many
other items.
TARO SALE: Friday -
Saturday, 9-4. Many items,
including couch, $5. Flargins!
712 Elm. 
43, REAL.E.S.TATE 
16 ACRES HWY 121 south, 7
miles from Murray. 3 acres
pasture, 13 acres wooded.
753-6265.
43. REAL ESTATE
3 BEDROOM, 1/2 BATH,
--WeaNiZe -deeP--fat- in
efea of nice homes but zoned
B 3 for the turture. Ideal tor
rental income. Priced at




MEDI AT E POSSESSION-
OPPORTUNITY! Here's a 5
bedroom brick on quiet tree
lined street. Separate living
space lor parents, in-laws or
guests.. add fireplace,
basement, wooded lot and
convenience to university
and shopping. Priced just
reduced...This home







With The Friendly Touch"
-
HELLO HAPPINESS.




h e r , rpeted
throug.k , garage.
Han )4Ipr'%/..- shopping,
it; es, etc. Low
on't let this one
get away. Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
105 North 12th Street.
Let s talk Quality.
Say, you've heard that before.
So have we, that's why
we did something about it.
We don't just promise Quality, we PROVIDE
Because we think YOU deserve it.
For a Quality that will please see..
Thornton Tile
& Marble
[Waldrop Realty-In BusinessSince 1956'* 753-5446
COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY for sale.
Located on South 12th Street.
Ideal location for restaurant,
or any retail business. This is
a 137' X 183' lot, prime
business location. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY, 753-








When you open the
front door of this
lovely 4 BR, 2 bath
home with mosiac oak
floors, solid brass door
knobs, antique stair
case. These Are only a
few of the extrtel in
this home. Call us
today for further
details. - -
Weekends & Evenings Coll.
Jr..' Ner.rion 436 5676
it Bud Noll 753.4868
060., Bet, Smith 753 3383
Keret Brandon 753 1511
Tucker 753 1930
South gth 753-571,4
YOUR LOCAL Marble Manufacturer
NORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
299 Walnut Street
NEW OFFICE HOURS Closed All Day Wed.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
MUCI Off $1.541 -• elm SHAVE $1.25
Pee llOSPITAL I Nein Cuts wow 7S1-4113
Illoweemene. 
BARKLEY LAKE
Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted: kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
$110,000.
Olue Valley Real Estate




The Calloway County Fiscal Court will receive
bids on the following vehicles up to 1:00 p.m.,
'Tuesday, November 14, 1978 in the office of the
Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
Two (21 Dump Gravel Trucks
27,500 lb. GVW
9,000 lb. front axle
Eaton 18,500 lb. two speed-rear axle
12,000 lb. front springs
41)0CUNC-inch engine or better
'5-speed transmission
reinforced frame,
10.00 x 20" 12-ply tires all arepund w/rear trac-
tion
4 cubic yard body and hoist (body taking ,
8' wide, sides 21", ends 6" higher than sides)
84" cab te axle
Alternator minimum 60 amp.
Battery minimum 70 amp hours
Rear Springs 23,000 and 4 ..leaf auxiliary
springs
20 x 7,1-2 inches cast spoke rims
Power Steering
1-50 Gallon Step Gas Tank
Bidders must guarantee delivery within 90 days of
acceptance of bid. Additional specification maybe
obtained at the office of the County Judge. The
Thribirr'egteg the nir TtltiOrtitirtet 1-er werieet
any or all bids.
CRAZY CLYDE Plunks out
more money each month on
rent than his total monthly
payment would be if he
bought this 1 bedroom mobile
home. .New c a r -
pet...underpinned and best of
all...on private lot in town
near shopping centers and
schools. Call today and let us
telt--you nore. LORETTE
JOBS REALTORS at 753-1492










tersection of 1-112y. #121
South & 444 at New
Concord. Building &
fixtures - large lot.
Suitable for most type
business. New roof &




105 North 12th Street..,
EXECUTIVE HOME
REALISTIC PRICE. There
are a lot of people who say
they would like to have an
attractive three bedroom two
bath home. They would
especially like to have one
with a large living room
dining room combination,
large eat in kitchen with a lot
of cabinets, a nice den with
fireplace and a wooden deck.
It would even be nice to have
central gas heat and air, but
a house with all of these
features would be too ex
pennsive Right? Wrong! See
this new listing today. Priced
at S48,200.. Phone KOP.
PERUD REALTY, 753.1122.
6 room brick home on
beautiful corner lot. 1006
Fairlane, and only 136,500.
DONALD R TUCKER





( I el A4L1
/7- C) 19 United satyrs yncI cafe inc
46. HOMES FOR SALE 49. USED CARS 
1969 MUSTANG 302,_2 BE ORQQAA.___carpetecl_414_-automatic, rough, $475.acres at Almo Heights, under Phone-753.3963.525,000. Call 753-7458 
Leaving town must_ 
1978 MERCURY COUGAR,FOR SALE BY OWNER.
2 BIM, den, living room,
sout.._90verkywe lowie eeet7itleite rievr,ex trtara s ,
laundry and garage. Storage 
for $6..400. Will sell or trade.kitchen with dining area,
building with work shop. 
' 
Call 753-5273. 
Lees carpeting, Teakwood $3200. Call  
CLeDISIM7s30,857144LE. , 2-door,
tiles, fireplace, birch 1970 PONTIAC GRAND.caerbihneegtse, dishwasher, PRIX, goodcondition, white
g
disposal., -with black vinyl roof. 1311161‘refrigerator, bar, AM-Fm interior, needs motor and
intercom, central heat and some body work. Power andpocaieri,nhtpamten7io5,t3.260017sq. tfte. r$56,000ap. 
air753.3855
 .for best offer. Call
"ANYPLACE! "




GET RICH FROM IN-
FLATION. Once in a lifetime
investment opportunity
where inflation is your friend
not your foe. Shopping center
for sale with owner financing
available and excellent tax
shelter. For details call or
contact Nelson Shroat co









With TN. Friendly Touch' •
Mobile home plus
(room addition on large
wooded lot in Old
Almo. Out building
and good garden are.
Only $7,500. Better




Real Estate, 105 North
12th Street.
We consider it • privilege le
6. 664. to offs, *is 3
bodroom brick, one both,
large living room home
located en Ryon for sole to







HOMES ARE LIKE SHOES!
Better if they fit! See if this
home doesn't fit your needs!
3 bedroom, 2 bath
brick.. .ample sized rooms,
yrd, cudedfenced in babacka - 
power steering, automatic,
isliant-es incTUding viasher, 
ecently _aver haulecL.1.59„... .Call
l DONALD R r 
4878 anytime. 753:0762 after 5 pm.
BYARS BROTHERS & Son-
43. REAL ESTATE
"QUALITY PLUS" best
describes this new 3
bedroom, 2 bath home
located in Hazel. Fireplace
with heatalator, built-in
appliances, Custom built
cabinets, heat pump, ther-
mopane windows are Only a
few of the quality features of





South 12th at Sycamor•
TELEPHONE 7531651
Located at 1511 Story
is this eight room, one




heat and central elec.
trie air. Rfaffy -for
your occupancy at
only $45,003.00
1974 98 REGENCY, 4-door,




after 4:30 pm, 753-9924. 
-.Call steering. Can be 'seen at
Sharp, automatic, air, power
Cains AMC or phone 436.2524
 or 436-5496. 0. E. STEELE HOME at
Dover Tenn. On hwy 49, 2 1973 TORINO STATION
miles from lake, 21/ acres WAGON, good tran-
with income from water sportation. Call 759-1718. 
system. 5 bedrooms, 2 baths, 1973 1 VW SUPER BEETLE,
12 years old. Call 1.232-7053. very nice, $695 or best offer,
Open house Nov. 4 and 5.  must sell. Call 753-7581. 
47. MOTORCYCLES  SO. USgO TRUCKS 
HONDA 350, LOW mileage, 1973 BRONCHO, 4-wheel
also a 18 foot canoe and 2 drive, $2900 and a 1974 Pinto
snow tires. For more in- wagon, $1450. Both extra
formation call 753-5335.  clean and good condition.
1973 HONDA, automatic. Call 753-9773. 
$1200 or best offer. Call 253-
6531 or 759-1155.  1978 DODGE PICKUP, call 1-
)972 SL 350 HONDA Has new 345-245.
tires and battery, good 1972 FORD RANCHERO,
4mec-ehlw.chanical condition. Call automatic, 351 motor, $1250.92
Call 753-1530. 
1975 YAMAHA 250-CC trail FACTORY MADE FIBER
bike, new tires, seat and glass truck .topper-fits long





1978 YAMAHA - DT 175 with screens-two way roof
Enduro, $650. Call 753-0502 vent, interior light, 5.400 firm.
Phone, 436-2336 after 6 pm. after 4 pm. 
1969 FORD F-100 pickup46. AUTO. SERVICE 
truck with camper, 6 cyl.,CAR BATTERIES, 36 month 
guarantee, 85 amp, $26.99. 
straight shift, $850. Call 753-
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN. 
2636. 
49. USED CARS  
1969 GMC AIR, automatic, I/2
ton. Call 753-4160
1974 BUICK REGAL 
. 
51. CAMPERS 
COUPE, one owner, Ken-
tucky car, low miles. Call 24 FT. CONCORD TRAVEL
436-2427  Trailer, fully self contained,steeps 8, air conditioned. Call
-1974 BUICK REV ER IA, 
46,000 miles. Loaded. Call 
. 7h5ig3.h5t3s74 days  or 437-4794
435-4351.  TRAVEL TRAILER, 29 FT.
1972  CAI:Hi t r_c SEDAN_ ,Holiday Rambler. Complete
QEV4LLE. Loaded with with air conditioner, sway
'equipment, steel belted bar, road leveler and
radial tires, a real good ca,r receiver. Excellent con-
1978 - CAPRICE CLASSIC, 
defiteiorn; pm$5500. Call 435-4265$1350. Ca111-354-6217. . 
_
SERVICESOFFERED  S3. SERVICES OFFERED
NEED FIRE WOOD" ROOF I P..4G,_ fxcel lent 
George Landolt at 753 8170 or references. 'Call 753-1486
John Boyer at 753-8536. between 7 alfri and. 3 30 pm,
NEEQ TREES cut? Landon.. ask  tor Shelley. 
Tree Service. Call George SAVE . ENERGY. Blown-in-Lamm 733 irm - - tots h ray latig.mr. TVA
material approved. Free
estimates, Cadiz Dry Wall
Contractors inc.. Cadiz, Ky.
Call (502) 924,5541 
SMALL DOZER-Spreading,
leveling, back filling. Call
753-7370.
PIANO TUNING and repair.
Call JiYe Jackson at Chuck's
Music Center, 753-3682 or 753-
7149 after 6 pm. 
PROFESSIONAL Window
cleaning, 20 years ex-
perience. Stores and private
homes. Call 901-782 5981. 
• 
Give o personal gift
for Christmas The
next few weeks are
• beautiful time for
outdoor • potfroifs
Made -a Iyour home
Of at some of the
beautiful places
around Murray Call
now for an 'ap-
pointment. We have





light metalic blue, loaded
with extras, 16,00 miles. Call
753.5330. 
1966 CHRYSTLER IM-
PERIAL, 7 door, all power,
good condition. $250 or best
offer. Call 759-1894.
1975 CADILLAC Sedan
DeVille, every option, in-
cluding cruise control,
climate control etc. Only
23,000 careful miles. Phone
901-642-3151, Paris, After 6
pm. Price $5,700. 
1973 CHEVROLET
CAPRICE Coupe. Call 753-
334 after 6 pm or see at
Hendens Service Station on
N_ 4th.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guaran-
teed. Call or write Morgan
Consruction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or night 1-
.1.12-7026. 
WILL BABYS1T DURING
the day. For few children.
Call 759-4615. 
WILL BABYS1T A CHILD,. in
mrhome week days.lAge 2 5




Sigma Chi A.O. pledge class.
753-7395,753-4717 or 767-2341. 
ROOFING, FLAT OR
SHINGLES. Waterproofing
and mobile homes. -45 years
experience. 435-4173. - 
ST. WANTED 
ELDER LADY TO live in
and share home. Private
room and bath. Call 753-0274.
1974 TARUS-23 FOOT Travel
Trailer, sleeps six, level
rider hitch with sway con-
trol, Coleman Mark Ill air
conditioner, 13 footbroll out
awnning, spare wheel and
bumper rack, rear bumper,
leveling jacks, excellent
condition. $4000 firm. Call
753-7852 after 5:30. 
52. BOATS &MOTORS 
15 FT. IMPERIAL BA-SS
BOAT -with motor and
trailer. Call 753-5374 days or
437-4794 nights. 
FOR SALE, 20" pitch
stainless steel prop for a 150
hp Mercury, $100. Call 753-
7581 after 4 pm.
dryer and freezer. Be fair to
yourself, See this home













Tired of the everyday




pany complete with all
stock, equipment, and
the building.
• P. • 4365676
Bud Noll 753 4868'
yip, BO. Smith 753 3381
Morel Brandon 753 1513
Tucker 753 1930
WHY PA RENT? When you
can own this 3 bedroom brick
home at an affordable price.
Good home in quiet neigh-
borhood with lovely land,
scaped yard. Backyard is
fenced and home is neat as a
pin throughout. All the work
is already done for you, so
don't let this opportunity
pass. Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222.
44. LOTS FOR SALE 
LOT FOR SALE- Zoned for
duplex. Call 753-8067 after 5
Pm. 
WOODED 1'/2 ACRES, has
Well, septic tank, trailer pole
and white rock drive. First
$3000 takes it. Call 759-4081 
65. FARMS FOR SALE 
EXCELLENT ROW CROP
FARM. 139 acres, $900 per
acre. 107 in crop. Located on
west side of Calloway.
Address inquire to P.O. Box
54, Farmington, Ky. 42040. 
FAR OUT!! Only 9 miles
from Murray to this com-
pletely fenced 10 acre farm
with 3 bedroom 1 bath house,
tb id'n also in-
4342
46. HOMES FOR SALE 
-.IMMEDIATE POSSESSION -
Nice two bedroom brick
veneer, newly decorated, full
basement and complete
upstairs, with two baths.
Could have basement
apartment and rental rooms
upstairs. Choice lot 75 X 365,
desireable location,, within
walking distance of the




professionals-to assist you in
Real Estate matters. If you
have a question tegarding
any phase of real estate
activity, give us a call at 753-
1222, or stop by our con
veniently located office at 711
Main. We at KOPPERUD
REALTY want to be YOUR
Real Estate People. _
Purdom & Thurman






COL. 1111NIT AMIDPh - A ,MI 211118 47184713
South Fulton Tenn.,
1973 CHEVELL S.S., swivel
bucket seats, AM-FM, 8-
track, wheels, new tires,
excellent condition. 1973







• 604 Seek 1201 Street
Phone (S02) 7517114
Murray, Kentedry 42071

















'property in city limits.
Entrance off by-pass
and Coldwater Road.
Ideal for shopping cen-
ter or motel.
t/1)15it - -2404ruySictiot • uise Baker 753
t.C. Collo. 751-5122' Prentice Dunn 753-5725
1969 MODEL 55 hp Evinrude
3 cyl. boat motor. Excellent
condition. Priced to sell.
Phone 753-8672. 





gutters, and roofing. Call-1-
395 4967 or 1-362-4895. 
B & J HYDRAULICS. Ser-
vice calls or in-shop repairs
of hydraulic parts, jack
rebuilding, prices starting at




and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489-2774. 
CHIMNEY CLEANING, fain
caps installed, minor repair.
References furnished. Call
the Chimney experts. Magic
Hat Chimney Sweeps. 759-
4878. 
CAN'T GET those small jobs




small concrete jobs, call 436,
2562 after 5 pm. 
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24"
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
753-9490 or Bob Kemp, 435.
4343.
DRIVEWAYS & PARKING
areas white rocked and
graded. Free estimates, Cal!
Clifford Garrison, 753.5429
after 4 pm. 
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753.2310 for






753 2310 for free estimates.
INSULATION! BLOWN IN,
fiberglass. Call 759.1820 after
5 pm. Call 1-247-8986 collect. 
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating and sewer
cleaning. Cell 753-7203. 
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,
prompt, efficient service,
call Ernest white, 753-0605. 
LIGHT TRUCK Hauling and





rates, free estimates. Call
753 9.77...
NEED YOUR yard raked?
"IL The M5U Horticulture Club
rittont- telirgriMITrn
Nov 4 For more informaiion
call Jeff Grubbs, 753 863S or
Cindy Cook 767 3355
Veterans? Use your eligibility to buy this 2 BR
home in S.E. Calloway County. Other features in-
chide t basement, Franklin fireplace & 1 acre of
land. A steal at $17,500. That's right $17,500.
i
Enjoy the colorful fall in this home surrounded
by trees, sitting on hill in the country. Six miles
from town plus five acres. Home may be bought
with or without furniture. Owner leaving town.
Give us a call today.
is
11111111111H
Want something different? Then take a look at a
delightful change. This 3 BR, 2 bath home offersa different rustic design that helps you enjoy the
surrounding country. Only minutes from town.$47,900.
FIX-ER-UPPERS!! ! Here's that old house to
challenge your creative abilities. 4 acres, well
and septic tank. The home site is prettier than
the picture! It'll take some work. Asking $12,500.
,
mewed ""•••"`NOP
New listing in Oaks Estates. Three bedroom, twc
full baths on a deep corner lot. Fireplace with
wood box. Two sliding doors that open on large
patio. Kitchen has island with cooktop and
double oven. Beautiful hardwood floors. Central,
gas heat, plus three car garage. Plenty of shade
trees and sveral producing fruit trees. What












. Ron Talept- 75J-980
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Christian Church
To Hear Dr. Roos
The Rev, Dr. David C. Roos
will speak on the subject,
'Prepared For The Best",
with scripture from Matthew
251-13 at the 10:45
services on Sunday, Nov) 4t
the First Christian
Margaret Porteyerill direct
the choir as .t'y sing the
- -enthatie--)lirtnave- -That -The--
Lord It God" with Maxine
Clark as organist.
Worship leader will be Ruth
Perkins with Richie Herndon
and Devin Perkins to be
candle lighters. Greeters will
be Mrs. Clem Moore and Mrs.
Frank Wainseett 
Elders serving will be Dr. A.
H. Titsworth and Frank
Wainscott. Voris Wells, Jim
Boone, Dr. Ron Cella, Darrel
McFerron, and Fred Wells
will be deacons. Faye and
Mark Austin will be in charge
of the nursery.
The flowers will be in
memory of Mrs. Ralph-Woods
by ter
Sunday School will be at 9730
a.m. The youth groups will
meet from 4 to 6 p.m. for
rehearsal for the Catacomb





Youth Sunday will be ob-
served at the Memorial
Baptist Church on Sunday,
Nov. 5, with the pastor, the
Rev. Dr. Jerrell White, to
speak on the subject,
"Responsibility," with
scripture _Leraie_l _Kings) 211;_tg.._
and Heb.1:27.at*e 10:50
serrictii:
At the 7 p.m_ worship ser-
Adial-theinessa,ge on -Front
This Day Onward" with
scripture from Haggai 2:18-19
will be brought by Bro.
Directing the song service
"will be Lee King with
Margaret Wilkins as organist
and Sharon Owens as pianist.
Mike Wilkins, pianist, will
play for the offertory music.
Others assisting in the
service will include Jon
Billington, Ricky Hale, Mark
West, and Gail Jewell
Church Teaching will be at
9:40 a.m. with Elbert
Thomason as director, and
Church Training will be at 6
p.m. with J. T. Lee as The Rev. Dr. Walter E.
pia-actor. • 
Mischke, Jr., will speak on the
subject, "Jesus Is Real," at
the 8:45 and 10:50 a.m. wor-
--   ship services on Sunday, Nov.
Batsell B. Baxter Will Speak
At Church Of Christ On Sunday
- BatsettB. Baxter
Serving The Lord's Supper
during November will be
Larry Russell, Keith Higgins,
Kim Weatherford, James
Payne, Earl Steele, Mike
Lyons, Noah Wheatley, Max
Farley, Norris Rowland, Stan
Simmons. table Roberts, and
Flute Suiter.
Nursery attendants during
November will be Debbie
Brandon, Betty Ryan, Sue
- Stade, Rita Cherry, Elizabeth
Wheatley, Less Hargis,
Suzanne Schroeder, Jean
Roberta, -Delara. Hill, Sandy
Fulton, and Jane Potts.
Special speaker at the 6 p.m.
worship services on Sunday,
Nov. 5, at the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ will
be Batsell Barrett Baxter,
internationally known speaker
on the 'Herald Of Truth"-
radio and television
programs.
Mr. Baxter, minister of the
Hatboro Church of Christ,
Nashville, Tenn., will speak on
the subject, "Suffering and
How To Deal With It," with
scripture from II Cor. 4:16-18.
Following Mr. Baxter's
sermon, he will present a brief
report on the work of "Herald
Of Truth" especially on the
new efforts being made on the
East Coast of the United
States. A special contribution
will be taken to help with that
work for those who wish to
participate.
John Dale, minister of the
local church, will speak on the
subject, "My Favorite
Preacher," with scripture
from Matthew 4:17, at the 8:30
and 10:40 a.m. services on
Sunday. •
Assisting in the services will
be Johnny Bohannon, Jerry
Bus drivers for November
will be Webb Caldwell, Bernie





The First Baptist Church
will hold regular worship
services on Sunday, Nov. 5, at
10:45 a.m. and 7 p.m. with the
pastor, the Rev. Dr. Bill
Whittaker, to be the speaker.'
His morning subject will be
_"Should Not Perish" with
scripture from John 3:16, and
his evening subject will be "I
Am The Resurrection And The
Life" with John 10:25-26.
Soloist at the „morning
service will be Mrs. Cynthia
Turnbow and at the evening
service, Wayne .Halley,
minister of music, who will
direct the Church Choir in
special music at the morning
hour and the chai!el Choir at
,:iika_lisr„con_wr444, tam_ the evening.,
5SwIttor2WIltitiE
Weatherford, Max Walker,
Ted Howard, Larry Cun- 
Doug Vance an
ningham, Webb Caldwell,
-Greg -Garland; Charles OFrie,





Talmadge Jones who works
with the Western Kentucky
Prison Ministry will be the
speaker at the 10:30 a.m.
worship services on Sunday.
Nov. 5, at the University
Church of Christ.
Assisting with the services
will be Ernie Bailey, W. H.
'Brooks, J. TT. Page, James
Lawsiiii, and Bob Mehtgirt.
Keith Hays, Bobby Martin,
Gayle Hall, Danny Claiborne,
Jace Wilson, Steve Welter,
Jerry Buckley, and Charley
Bazzeil will serve The Lord's
Supper.
Nursery supervisors will be
Kate Eldridge, Edith Slerid,
Jane Morganti, and Bonnie
Garner.
Bible study will be held at
9:30 a.m. on 'ounday.
The 6 p.m. worship services
will be-disrnissed so members
may attend the services at the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ to hear Batsell Barrett
Baxter.
Presiding for The Lord's
Supper will be Ken Hopkins,
Steve Simmons, Sam Parker.
James Stater, and Jack Rose.







With any meal, duting November+ Build
your own - with chocolate, strawberry,
butterscotch, or pineapple syrups, nut or
• cotontst sprinkles!
Try our newest taste treat,
Golden Filets of cetekoto, lust $2 49'
STOCKADIEV
4-TteT.Alr 
5, at the First United
Methodist Church.
-LaVaughn Wells will sing a
solo, "Before Thine Altar," at
both services. The Chancel
Choir, directed by Paul
Shahan with Mrs. Richard
Farrell as organist, will sing
the anthem 'Come Unto Me "
at the later service.
Church School will be at 9:45
a.m. Sunday. The Children's
choir for Grades 1-6 will
rehearse at 4:30 p.m. and the
Youth Choir for Grades 7-12 at
5:30 p.m. on • Sunday. Bible
-study will be at 5:30 p.m. also
,on Sunday.
The Junior and Senior High
Youth Groups will bowl at 2
p.m. Sunday and return the
church for supper at 6 p.m.
before attending the Lambuth
College Choir Concert at 7
p.m. on Sunday at the First
Church.
Announcement was made of
the Church-Wide
Thanksgiving Dinner on
Sunday, Nov. 19, at 6:30 p.m.
in the social hall. This will be
setonsored by the Hannah
Circle with proceeds to go to
the-Doris Gorrell Children's
Fund. The Children's Choir
as pianists.
Assisting in the services-wilt -
be R. I- Ward, Randy Sorrow,
minister Of youth, and Glen
Grogan, deacon of the week.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m. and Church Training at 6
p.m.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Miss Paula Varney,
Miss Yvonne Miller, Mrs.
David Travis, Mrs. Vaughn
Vandegrift, Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Marcum, Miss Pat Schmelter,
Miss Ruth Gray, Miss Paula
Madison. and Mr. and Mrs.
Marvin Harris.
Segseeferifith-




Holy Communion will be
observed at St. John's
Episcopal Church on Sunday,
Nov. 5, at the 9:45 a.m. ser-
vices with the Rev. Stephen
Davenport as the celebrant.
Serving as aeolytes will be
Tim Burchfield, Ben Moore,
and Jeff Blodgett. Lay readers
will be Frank Blodgett and
Sera Bull. Serving as- ushers
will be Stephen Davenport and
Will Gentry. Joan Simpson
will be in charge of the nur-
sery.
Church beel And, Ado





Chun* will hear the pastor,
the Rev. R. E. Rabatin, speak
on the subject, "God Calls
Mosus and Us," at the 10:45
a.m. worship services on
Sunday, Nov. 5.
"How Can You Not
Believer will be the anthem
to be sung by the Ichoir,
directed by Lisa Slate k with
Steve Clark as organist:-
Church School will be at 9:30
a.m. Sunday.
The annual stewardship
dinner will be held Sunday
with hors d'oeuvres to be
served from 5 to 5:30 p.m. and
dinner at 5:30 p.m. A program





THIS WAS THE SCENE 53 years ago as workmen put the finishing touches on Murray State's first residence hall for
women, Wells Hall. The historic structure, recently remodeled into an office building in a $1.7 million restoration
program, will be rededicated in ceremonies Saturday, Nov. 18, with U.S. Congressman Carroll Hubbard of Mayfield
as the principal speaker_
Federal Court Asked About Write-In Issue
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -
A federal court has been asked
to declare that Kentuckians
have the right to cast write-in
votes, and to bar state and
local officials from preventing
such votes.
A class action suit was filed
Thursday in U.S. District
Court here by a University of
Kentucky journalism
professor and a former UK
graduate student.
Samuel R. Freeman, a
former UK student now at
Texas Christian University in
Committee To Check Use
s-eTinon titre- tiii-the
d Vicki Sorrow Rev. Martin Mattingly at the
masses on Saturday at 6:30
p.m. and Sunday at 8 a.m., 11
a.m., and 4:30 p.m. will be
-Do We Hold To Values Or
Yield To Pressure?
His gospel reading will be
from Matthew 23:1-12.
Church School for Grades 1
to 12 will be at 9;30 a.m.
Sunday, but Adult Class for
Sunday is cancelled. A nur-
sery will e open for the 11 a.m.
[MSS.
The Fall Festival,' spon-
sored by St. Leo's Women's
Guild, will be held Friday,





PORMONDAY, NOVEMBER 8, BM
What kind of da, will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES ipv)
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Put away the vinegar and
try a honeyed approach if you
want to come across in per-
sonal and business relation-
ships. This is not the time to
crack the whip.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) tiiii9P
The problem you've been
worrying about doesn't exist.
Stop borrowing trouble. Your
lively imagination is to blame.
GEMINI
(May M to June 21) r109"
You are in a psychic cycle at
the moment, so trust intuition
and act on it. There is
something you will want to
warn a friend about; don't fail
to do so.
CANCER
431C)(June 22 to July 23)
An absolutely exhausting
day, but every effort expended
Is worth the time. The fruits of
your labors will pay off SOM.will sing. Tickets are $2-00 for LEO
adults and $1.00 for children. (July 24 1LAug. 23)124* YOU BORN TODAY haveYou'll Wsocial butterflying---executive ability and are
destined to be successful if you
let all of your many talents
mature and develop. Your
organizational abilities, talent
gplli 4. for dealing fairly with others,
7Ax
•
admirer, someone Who thinks
the world of you and always
has. In this person's eyes, you
can do no wrong.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Arlii
Don't lit minor matters
throw you Nothing that
Sapping-Is worth a4round of
agliradan Or temper. Laugh
it off. '
(Oct 24 to Nov. 22)
it from mid-week on, so resist
the temptation to fritter away
time tonight. Catch up on
sleep.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
' 
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
A special legislative com-
mittee is looking into the
possibility of. plugging the
General Assembly into state
government's computer
operations.
This could be a day to
remember for a romantic or
' financial reason. Good luck is
coming your way, and will
settle in for awhile.
SAGITTARIUS „0440-
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) "
Today you'll feel needed.
This realization will make you
aware of how much others
depend on your advice,
decisions and support.
CAPRICORN
(Dec, 22 to Jan. 20)Ni
You're all charged up and
ready to tackle 10 projects at
once. Best take them an one at
a time and they'll be a Map to
handle.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Procrastination is the chief
theif of your time today, so
drop delaying tactics or you'll
let an important deadline slide
by.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
Break the monotony of a
boring day by doing
something original, unex-
pected or exotic. You
desperately need a change of
pace.
and overall efficiency makeYou will be surprised to you a natural leader. Yourdioeover that you have an sense of showmanship can
turn even a mundane hap-
pening into an exciting event.
'Business isn't your only
calling., The artistic side of
your many-faceted nature
suggests that you would do
well in music, art, dance or
literature. Birthdate of: Edael
Ford, automobile executive;
John Philip Sousa, composer;
Sally Field, actress,
(e)157$ KtnOreatures Syndicate. Inc.• •
Legislators and committees
presently have no access to
the computers which contain
information such as amount of
money being spent by state
agencies and numbers of
employees on the state
Payroll.
Fort Worth, said in the suit of State Drexel? Davis to
that he attempted to cast a
write-in vote in the 1976
presidential election, but
could not because voting
machines in his precinct were
ordered locked by Secretary
prevent write-in votes.
Wells...
(Continued From Page One
being mailed to retired faculty
and other individuals closely
associated with the Wells
Of Computer th yearsfamie ly and the school through
The committee began work
Friday and Rep. Harold
DeMarcus, R Stanford, said
he hopes some kind of com-
puter program can be worked
into the legislature's budget
for the 1980 General Assem-
bly.
_- Headed.* Stinchfield, a six-




*Dr. L.J. Hortin; Dr. Ben
Humphreys, Max B. Hurt, Dr.









Net annual yield 8.06%
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[Net annual yield 8.33%
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Drop by soon .
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Net annual yield 5.92%
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Net annual yield 6.72%
•Substontral ontetts1
PenaltV is reenorred on
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"The place where thousand ore saving millions"
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